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Dedication 
 
 

Peace, Love, Joy for All 

 

May our body, energy, mind and emotions be in harmony (Yog) 

May we be aligned with our true self 

May each of us feel – “I’m free to be me” 

May we all live fully and freely 

 

This book is dedicated to the countless, selfless Yogis  

who undertook the hardest journey of all – the journey inwards –  

and shared its fruit - Yog - with the world, for the world. 

 

 

ॐ सर्वे भर्वन्तु सुखिनः 
सर्वे सन्तु ननरामयाः । 
सर्वे भद्राखि पश्यन्तु 

मा कश्श्ि द्ःु भाग्भर्वेत ्। 
ॐ शाश्न्तः शाश्न्तः शाश्न्तः  ॥ 

 

Om Sarve Bhavantu Sukhinah 

Sarve Santu Niraamayaah | 

Sarve Bhadraanni Pashyantu 

Maa Kashcid-Duhkha-Bhaag-Bhavet | 

Om Shaantih Shaantih Shaantih || 

 

 

Meaning: 

 

1: Om, May All be Happy, 

2: May All be Free from Illness. 

3: May All See what is Auspicious, 

4: May no one Suffer. 

5: Om Peace, Peace, Peace. 
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Is this Book for me? 
 

Are you at the right place? 

 

• Do you wish to enjoy true health – physical, mental, emotional, 

social and spiritual? 

• Do you want your body, energy, mind and emotions to be in 

harmony? Do you want them to actively support you in living 

your potential? 

• Are you tired of chasing your health ‘goals’ through dieting, 

gymming, running, reading? 

• Do you want well-being to be your default state of being, and 

not a goal to chase frantically?  

• Do you want to cut through the clutter of conflicting wellness 

‘tips’ you receive from myriad sources everyday? 

• Are you ready to stop being taken for a ride, and get in the 

driver’s set of your journey towards well-being? 

 

If so, this guidebook is for you. To be your companion as you 

undertake the journey towards well-being. Your age, background 

and type of chronic ailment or health issue do not matter. What 

matters is your intention. 

 

Let’s face it! 

 

- We have a problem: Today, we are less healthy than our less 

‘advanced’ older generations 

- Unfortunately, the problem is worsening: Life is becoming 

longer, but NOT healthier. 

- Fortunately, the problem is reversible: The miracle of life has 

given our body the ability to recover and heal itself. 
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- But the “right” tools for reversal seem hard to find today: There 

is an overload of often conflicting tools and information, 

retractions of previously accepted “research” after long-term 

studies leaving people confused. 

- Consequently, we have given our power away: Powerless, we 

have outsourced our health to providers (doctors, dieticians, 

yoga teachers, healers, therapists) and technology (fit-bits, 

Google, apps) 

- The “modern” approach to well-being is fundamentally flawed: 

Most modern wellness practitioners have a flawed approach - 

reductionist and silo-ed. Dieticians reduce the food we 

consume to nutrients and schools of thought fight over the 

importance of proteins or carbohydrates or fats. Gym 

instructors work with isolated body parts, in a bid to build out 

specific muscles. Neither of them address the importance of 

our mind. Dieticians feed us fear and guilt. Gym instructors 

nurture strong bodies but give rise to inflexible and hyperactive 

minds.  

- The key to well-being lies with(in) us: Ancient Indian 

researchers (Yogis) had given us the science to remove the 

root cause behind “dis-ease” and make well-being our default 

state. The “secret sauce” to well-being is Yog. Yog is NOT 

Yoga. It empowers us to take charge of our health and our life, 

to reach and live our true potential. 

  

 

We believe and know, beyond doubt, that 
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…your body, energy, mind and emotions can be your greatest 

supporters to reach your potential 

 

…health is your natural state of being, and you can be healthier 

today than you were a decade ago 

 

…the journey towards well-being can be full of peace, love and joy 

 

 

SOME TOOLS USED 

 

• Yogic Aasans, Praanaayaam & Kriyaa 

• Body Wisdom & Awareness 

• Yogic & Ayurvedic Food 

• Laughter Yoga 

• Mindfulness & Meditation 

• Chanting & Sound Resonance 

• Affirmations & Mirror Work 

• Life Coaching 

• Emotion Release Tools 

• Creative / Art based therapy 

 

 

This guidebook will do the following 

 

- Make well-being attainable: Enable you to make simple, but 

profound changes to your life. Provide tools that are feasible 

for integration in your life in minimal budget and time.  

- Present a bouquet of integrated tools: Addressing the body, 

energy, mind and emotions holistically through different tools  

- Bridge the gap between the East & the West: Present ancient 

Ayurvedic and Yogic concepts adapted to today's context with 

modern tools 
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- Empower, instead of create dependencies: Build knowledge of 

foundational principles, helping you to choose information 

presented by various health service providers and technology 

- Make this a joyful journey: Help you discover your inner child, 

hidden talents, and dreams in the process… 

 

At the end of this journey, you will have 

 

- Well-being: A tangible, measurable difference in health which 

YOU can perceive. A feeling of well-being. 

- Independence: The knowledge and motivation to continue 

your journey to well-being independently. 

- A healthy family: Tools to impact and influence the health of 

your friends & family. 

 

 

Health Issues addressable directly, with a HIGH impact 

• Muscular pains & fatigue, especially in the back and neck 

• Joint Pains 

• Gastro-intestinal disorders such as Acidity, Peptic Ulcers, IBS, 

Piles, irregularities in Bowel movements & Urination 

• Obesity or excessive weight gain 

• Headache or Migraine 

• Menstrual problems, PCOD/PCOS 

• Imbalances in appetite, sleep, energy levels 

• Better management and reduction of side 

effects/complications of chronic ailments 

◦ Hypertension, Cholesterol 

◦ Asthma 

◦ Metabolic disorders such as diabetes 

◦ Hormonal imbalances such as Thyroid, Acne 

◦ Arthritis (Osteo and Rheumatoid) 

◦ Auto-immune disorders 
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Health Issues addressable indirectly, with SOME impact 

 

• Relief from acute or infectious diseases such as malaria, 

diarrhoea, pain, and tuberculosis 

• Neurological disorders (e.g. epilepsy, movement disorders 

such as Parkinson’s disease, Speech and language disorders, 

Injury to brain, spinal cord and peripheral nerves, Sleep 

disorders, Behavioural /cognitive syndrome) 

• Mental & mood disorders, anxiety & depression, phobias, 

eating disorders (e.g. anorexia nervosa, bulimia) 

• Rehabilitation post accidents, health shock such as , Cerebro-

vascular stroke, surgery, geriatric cases 

• Problems in external organs such as skin allergies, ENT 

disorders, Dental issues 

• Any other ailments not covered in “addressable section” 

 

 

Are you the right fit for this journey? 
 

With power comes responsibility. For our health too! If you wish to 

merely get rid of pain, you can take painkillers or countless 

therapies available. But if you wish restore your body’s innate 

healing capacity, and get in the driver’s seat of your journey to 

well-being, you need to commit to some responsibilities: 

• Honoring the commitment towards your well-being, by reading! 

• Commitment to modifying your lifestyle and habits in line with 

recommendations 

• Taking out 30 minutes every day for self-care 

• Completing reflection questions and experimental activities to 

maximize your learning– such as health status measurement 

questionnaire, health diary, checklists to track activities 

 
The following questions will help you in determining if you’re at the 
appropriate inner and outer circumstances in life to undertake this 
journey. 
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Questions for Reflection 

 

• What health challenges am I facing currently? 

• How are these health challenges impacting the quality 

of my life? 

• What could happen, if this situation continues for a few 

years? 

• What is my intention behind undertaking this journey to 

well-being? 

• If this happens, what would be the impact on my life? 

• To meet my health goal, what am I ready to commit to? 
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How to use this book? 
 

 

How is this series structured? 

 

This is a 5-series book addressing the body, energy, mind and 

emotions, holistically 

- 1: Yog for Wellness (Yogic Philosophy of disease genesis and 

healing pathway)  

- 2a: Yogic Aahaar (what we call Nutrition) 

- 2b: Yogic Kriyaas (what we know as ‘Yoga’) 

- 2c: Yogic Vichaar (approach to Mind & Emotions) 

- 3: Being in Yog (how to use the tools, to be in Yog) 

 

 

How to approach this series? 

 

The first book covers foundational concepts of Yog, and it is highly 

recommended that you read it, before reading anything else.  

 

Based on this, you can select which Yogic tool(s) – Yogic Aahaar, 

Yogic Kriyaas and Yogic Vichaar –  you wish to explore for your 

well-being. Each of the three books has a deep-dive into focus 

Yogic tools for well-being. You may choose one, or two or all three. 

We suggest choosing the path that is most aligned to your 

temperament, and which you will be most committed to 

implementing in life. As without implementation, these ideas will 

only stay on paper and not translate into your physical, mental, 

emotional, social and spiritual well-being! 

 

The last book makes it easier for you to stay committed to the 

tool(s) of your choice, and most importantly, to make the journey 

towards your well-being joyful and therefore, sustainable. This is 

not a crash dieting or exercising or detox program that you 

implement once and forget. This is a way of life!  
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Hence, it is highly recommended, that you read the last book in 

the series, along with, or after the selected tool(s). 

 

 

Note on the journey through the series: 

 

The secrets to fully utilizing the benefit of any Yogic tool for well-

being are in the first and the last books. Without them, the 

essence of the tools will be lost. Yogic Aahaar will become the 

same as obsessive dieting, Yogic practices will be no different 

from mindless exercising. It will be like using a supercomputer as 

a calculator for addition. You will be able to add, yes, but will not 

be tapping into the amazing abilities of the supercomputer.  

 

 

How to make the most of the 3 books on Yogic tools? 

 

Yogis outlined a 3-step process to integrating any new knowledge 

– Shravan (श्रवण, listening or reading), Manan (मनन, reflection 

and contemplation) and Nididhyaasan (ननदिध्यासन, integration). 

Modern research on learning is also echoing this approach. 

 

This book has been designed accordingly. For each tool, the book 

explains overarching principles of each tool, provides activities for 

self-reflection or experiencing concepts and provides supporting 

information, checklists and formats to enabling you to get started 

and stay on track through self-tracking.  

 

The implication for you is that reading this book to build 

fundamental concepts is only 10% of the impact. To get the other 

90% of the impact, we suggest you do the following: 

 

- Reflect: Reflect deeply during and at the end of each chapter, 

before moving to the next. Compare what is written with your 

past experiences, or your future experiences if you haven’t 
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been aware in the past. Use the self-reflection questions, and 

maintain a separate journal to track your responses.  

 

- Do: Get started, and implement the learnings in your life! 

 

- Experience: Do the activities or real-life experiments in the 

book for experiencing concepts. Guided audios for many 

exercises mentioned are available on our YouTube channel 

(see Resources at the end). Approach the activities with an 

open mind and heart. Be aware of the holistic experience of 

implementing the learnings in your life. Trust your experience 

more than the words in this book! 

 

- Persevere: Stay on track. Implement this for 6 weeks to start 

with. Using self-tracking formats and checklists given in the 

book, and read the last book for troubleshooting advice for 

commonly faced issues. 

 

- Enjoy: Most, most important of all, enjoy the journey! More 

important than the % of insights you implement, is the % of joy 

you experience during this journey. After all, everything we do 

or want in life, is for joy, right? If you implement nothing, but 

stay joyful throughout your journey, your well-being is 

guaranteed!  

 

 

Remember, the goal is not to finish the book,  

but to bring it alive in your life! 
 

 

Welcome to the world of peace, love and joy!
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Chapter 1 

 

Yogah Karmasu 
Kaushalam 

 

Deepening our Practice of 
Yogic Tools 

 
 

Meaning 

 

As per definition of Yog from Bhagwad Geeta, 

“Yog is Dexterity in Action” 

 

Importance 

 

We can apply this principle to  

deepen our practice of Yogic tools 
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This is a beautiful definition of Yog given in one of the key texts – 

Bhagwad Geeta. 

 

Yogah (योगः) 
= Yog (योग) 

 

Karmasu (कममसु) 

= In work/action (कमम/ऐक्शन में) 
 

Kaushalam (कौशलम) 

= Skill (कौशल) 
 

Yogah Karmasu Kaushalam (योगः कममसु कौशलम) =  

Yog is skill in action (काम करने में कौशल है योग) 
 

Whatever we do in life, doing it well, is called Yog. We have 

seen earlier that Yog is about being in the Ath, the present. 

When we are truly in the “Ath”, perfection in whatever we do 

is a natural outcome.  

 

- This is because by being in Yog, we work with the power of all our 

PanchKosh together. We have the support of our body, deal with 

our emotions as they arise, are present to the need of the situation 

(“Ath”) and hence keep our thoughts focussed on the task at hand. 

We have a feeling of “Vairagya” (detachment), which enables us 

to deal with pleasure and pain, likes and dislikes, success and 

failure without getting deterred from our path. This enables 

“Abhyaas” (practice), irrespective of whatever challenges we face. 

 

No wonder Yogis have been able to accomplish great, seemingly 

impossible tasks with ease and joy! At the same time, our history 
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is filled with examples of Yogis who found true union, while doing 

the small, seemingly trivial tasks that were their professions.  

There have been Yogis from all walks of life - a cloth-spinner, a 

shopkeeper, a poet, people who can’t read or write.  

 

We too, can bring this in our life, with every task we do – whether 

big or small. Whether we’re cooking, eating, working, teaching our 

children, helping someone, reading or learning a new skill – 

whatever we do, we can try to do it well. We will find that this 

not only helps the external task at hand, but gives us too, a 

deep sense of satisfaction and an experience of peace, love 

and joy. 

 

 

Applying this with Yogic processes 

 

We can start by applying this “skill in action” with all Yogic 

processes – by trying to do them in the best possible manner. 

In order to do this, we first need to understand the key 

differences between Yogic and non-Yogic ways of doing the 

same process: 

 

• Yogic Kriyaas (i.e. Practices such as Aasan, Pranaayam):  
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o Done with flow in movement and rhythm, speed is slow 

o Ease and without undue strain on the body 

o All attention is focused inwards 

o We do as per the capacity of our body 

o Speed of the practices matches our breathing 

 

• Yogic Aahaar 

o We eat according to our body signals instead of killing 

our appetite 

o Our focus is not on reaching a particular weight but on 

our well-being 

o We recognize taste as an important feature of food and 

eat healthy & tasty 

o We give our body time to heal 

o We rely on time-tested practices instead of relying on 

short-term information 

 

• Yogic Vichaar (Working with thoughts and emotions) 

o We believe that each body signal is important and 

needs to be addressed, instead of ignored or 

suppressed 

o We believe that each emotion is important and needs 

to be addressed, instead of ignored or suppressed 

o We proactively cultivate peace, love and joy; instead of 

only avoiding pain and strife 
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Reflection 

 

For the Yogic tool(s) you’ve selected and been practicing, 

reflect on the differences between Yogic and Non-Yogic ways 

of doing them: 

• Obsessive Diets v/s Yogic Aahaar 

• Exercising v/s Yogic Kriyaas 

• Yogic Vichaar 

 

 

 

Another way to bring “Kaushal”, i.e. skill and dexterity in 

Yogic processes, is by taking all PanchKosh into account: 

 

Kosh Yogic Kriyaas Yogic Aahaar Yogic Vichaar 

Ann-may  - Movements are 
smooth and 
rhythmic  

- Doing as per 
our own pace 
(our breath) 

- Doing as per 
our capacity – 
body is stable & 
comfortable,  

- Maximizing 
movement of 
the part, till the 
point of comfort 
(no pain) 

- Following 
precautions 

- Eat as per 
hunger 

- Drink as per 
thirst 

- Eat slowly 

- Drink food and 
chew liquids 

- Listen to the 
signals of our 
body e.g. 
sleep, hunger, 
yawning 

- Observing the 
impact of 
emotions on 
our body 

Praan-
may  

- Match body with 
breath 

- Eat food of 
“food-like 

- Observing the 
impact of 
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Kosh Yogic Kriyaas Yogic Aahaar Yogic Vichaar 

- Never hold 
breath 

- Always 
breathing 
through the 
nose 

- Breathing to be 
slow, rhythmic, 
deep 

substances”, 
i.e. what has 
“Praan” and 
increase our 
vitality 

emotions on 
our breath 

Mano-
may  

Keeping eyes 
closed to focus 
inwards, Focus 
on changes in 
the body (macro, 
micro) 

Focus on 
chewing 
properly and 
enjoying taste 

Be observant of 
the impact of 
various habits 
on our 
PanchKosh 

Vigyaan-
may 

Always listening 
to the body, 
breath and mind 
and adjusting 
course 
accordingly 

Adjust course 
according to 
how our body is 
responding to 
Aahaar 

Adjust our 
practices based 
on our 
observations 

Aanand-
may 

Doing practices 
from a state of 
ease and joy 

Ensuring we 
retain taste, so 
food gives joy 

Proactively 
cultivate peace, 
love and joy 

 

 

 

 

Reflection 

 

For the Yogic tool(s) you’ve selected and been practicing, 

reflect on how you wish to deepen your practice by involving 

your PanchKosh further 
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Key Points 

 

Yogah Karmasu Kaushalam = Yog is skill in action  

 

Whatever we do in life, doing it well, is called Yog. We have seen 

earlier that Yog is about being in the Ath, the present. When we 

are truly in the “Ath”, perfection in whatever we do is a natural 

outcome. 

 

whatever we do, we can try to do it well. This not only helps the 

external task at hand, but gives us too, a deep sense of 

satisfaction and an experience of peace, love and joy 

 

We can start by applying this “skill in action” with all Yogic 

processes – by trying to do them in the best possible manner. In 

order to do this, we first need to understand the key differences 

between Yogic and non-Yogic ways of doing the same process 

 

Another way to bring “Kaushal” in Yogic processes, is to take all 

PanchKosh into account
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Chapter 2 

 

Samaadhaan 

 

Overcoming common external 
barriers to practice 

 

 

Meaning 

 

Samaadhaan is Sanskrit for resolution or 

satisfactory redressal. 

 

Importance 

 

Examining and resolving common challenges 

encountered on the path to well-being will 

enable to us to surmount them with ease and 

joy, and easily integrate them in life. 
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Common Challenges 

 

Having worked with a wide range of participants, we have 

observed the following most likely challenges in using Yogic tools: 

• Managing within Budget constraints 

• Managing within Time constraints 

• Dealing with Discouragement from our Community 

 

 

Reflection 

 

• Step 1: Before proceeding to read this chapter, identify all 

the challenges you’ve been facing in integrating the Yogic 

tool(s) of your choice into life. Write down all the challenges, 

and then read ahead.  

• Step 2: As you read ahead, you may find ideas and 

inspiration to solve your challenges – keep pausing after 

every section, to reflect and write potential solutions as 

they’re coming to you. At this stage, do not evaluate any 

idea. Every idea has a potential, write them ALL down! 

• Step 3: At the end of this chapter, spend time going through 

all the ideas, and deciding which do you wish to implement 

in the time to come. Retain the previous list with you, for 

reference. 
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Overcoming Challenge #1: 

Managing within Budget constraints 

 

Yogic practices don’t have any additional budgetary 

requirement or monetary investment. They need very little 

additional infrastructure – we don’t need to travel to an 

outside facility like a gym, need any equipment or an AC. We 

can do them in the comfort of our homes with natural 

ventilation.   

 

As regards Yogic Aahaar, there’s a misconception that healthy 

food is more expensive. On the contrary, we’ll find that it is very 

simple to keep it within our budget making us wonder why we 

didn’t do it before!  

 

Key reasons for this:   

 

• We are saving due to eating more home-made food and less 

processed, animal-based food.  

• Most changes are not additions, but replacements (e.g. 

iodized salt replaced by rock salt) 

• Additions are local, fresh, culturally relevant food instead of 

expensive, exotic foods 

 

It is a common perception that fruits, lentils (daals) and nuts are 

expensive. After studying the typical cost of nutritious foods in 

India, we concluded that one good serving of fruits and salads and 

daals can be had in INR 10-20 per person per day. i.e INR Rs 

300-600 per month.  
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In fact, we are likely to save money, through removal of animal 

products and food-like substances! We have worked extensively 

with low-income communities in the slums of India’s most 

expensive city, Mumbai, and found that people save anywhere 

between INR 100 to Rs 500 (USD 1.5 to USD 7.5) per person per 

month by switching to Yogic Aahar.  

 

We have also experimented in a high-income setting, where the 

nature of foods eaten can be a bit different, and non-regional 

cuisines are likely to be consumed. We have found that even after 

switching to organic food supplies, the budget does not increase. 

  

 

Real life case study 

 

In one experiment, a family of three switching to Yogic Aahaar 

found that even after purchasing all organic kitchen staples, which 

are typically double to triple the cost of non-organic versions, the 

family's spending on Yogic Aahaar was the same as it's spend 5 

years before, when prices were much lower! This seemed to be 

shocking, at first, but on deeper analysis, it became clear that 

processed, animal foods and eating out frequently are big sources 

of expenditure, which often miss our eye! 
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Overcoming Challenge #2: 

Managing within Time constraints 

 

 

In a busy lifestyle, it can sometimes feel overwhelming to find time 

for our own self. We may find ourselves thinking – “I am busy from 

early morning till late night. How will I take out time for additional 

activities?” 

If we approach this from a solution oriented mindset, we can 

incorporate yogic practices very naturally into our lifestyle. A 

project which seems overwhelmingly big at first, becomes much 

more manageable once we break it down into smaller pieces, and 

plan how to make each of the pieces work. Likewise with time!  

 

The trick is in realizing that we don’t need to do everything in a 

single stretch of time. Whether it’s Yogic practices, or words of 

self-love, or meditation, or rest, we can intersperse these 

throughout the day. Even for yogic practices, there are postures 

for every time of day and every schedule. We can do some in the 

morning, few sitting on our office desk or along with household 

chores such as cooking, or while travelling. Thus, instead of trying 

to find a continuous period of extra 30 to 45 minutes in our 

schedule, we can be creative about how we use our time.  

 

Some practical tips for managing time 

 

• Cut out time wastage from our life: Here, identify how time 

can be saved in a day, time which is currently going in 

activities that do not bring us closer to peace, love and joy. 
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Most of us spend time in many activities which are not just 

neutral, but often detrimental to our physical and mental well-

being ! If we examine our day from beginning to end, we might 

come across excessive time spent on Whatsapp/ Facebook/ 

Internet surfing, TV serials, lazing around in the morning, 

extended lunch breaks. Some of these can be reduced. 

 

• Identify times of day when we can do these practices in 

parallel to our regular work: E.g 

o After bathing in the morning, when we are getting 

ready in front of the mirror, we can say words of self-

love to ourselves 

o The time spent in cooking can be used to do loosening 

activities alongside 

o Joint pain practices can be done while watching TV 

o During the advertisement breaks we can put the TV on 

mute and do Praanaayaam 

o While washing utensils, we can listen to music which 

brings us joy and ease! 

o While taking a short break from office work, we can do 

loosening practices 

o The time spent in travelling from home to office and 

back can be used for Meditation or Praanaayaam 

o When we are teaching our children, we can take out 5 

minutes for our own Swadhyay, by filling our health 

checklist 

o We can use the time with our children for laughter Yog, 

to play games and activities that give us happiness. 

This will further strengthen our bond with them. 

 

• Sleep 15-30 minutes earlier and wake up earlier: Keeping 

the phone away and TV off at night, will help us go to sleep 
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earlier and use the best part of the morning for these 

practices. 

 

• Food Menu planning: Given cooking is an activity done at 

least 2-3 times during the day, planning this in advance, can 

optimize a lot of our time: 

o Planning our menu a week in advance, and shopping 

accordingly on a holiday 

o Using holidays to make items which last long and 

reduce our effort later (e.g. Date Laddoos as sweets, 

home-made chivdaa as snacks) 

o Keeping handy/easy-to-carry food packets in our 

bag/purse for whenever we are hungry (e.g. nuts, 

seeds, home-made chivdaa, fruits) 

o If we're outside and unable to find something healthy, 

look out for bananas – readily available & cheap! 

Below, we introduce an extremely simple tool which can be used 

to figure out ideas to fit various Yogic processes into our daily 

routine. We all’ve been exposed this tool right in childhood itself – 

a Time Table (schedule).  Unlike a standardized time-table we all 

needed to follow uniformly at school, we can design our own time-

table, customized to our unique needs and preferences. Another 

point to remember is that the balance of being ambitious and 

realistic. A very low aspiration is not motivating enough, and an 

unrealistic one can quickly derail all our efforts. The importance of 

habit (Abhyaas) cannot be emphasized enough! Hence, it’s best 

to design a time-table that will be a slight stretch at first, but we 

can see ourselves doing with ease over time, just like Yogic 

Aahaar and Yogic Kriyaas. 

 

 

 

Reflection and Planning Activity 
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The following steps are suggested to create our time-table: 

• Save time:  

o First, we identify how time can be saved in a day, 

time which is currently going in activities that do not 

bring us closer to peace, love and joy. 

o Similarly, we identify which times during a day can be 

used in parallel for some practices (e.g. practicing 

mindfulness or listening to music during our daily 

travel to/from office) 

• Create options: For each type of activity that we wish to add 

to our routine, first estimate the typical expected duration of 

the activity, and best times to do during the day. 

Incorporating precautions to be taken, such having an empty 

stomach during Yogic practices. Based on this, we can 

generate a couple of ideas for multiple time slots when we 

can do the processes in our typical day. This gives us a 

sense of freedom and lightness, because we have alternates, 

in case we miss a time slot.  

• Create a routine for key activities:  

o Planning our meals and sleep/wake-up time is the 

most critical step as to determining our routine. We 

should plan these such that we can follow them with 

consistency and ease. 

o Planning the rest of our routine accordingly. 

• Posting our calendar so that we can see it regularly as a 

reminder of our commitment to ourselves, and iteratively 

make changes based on the need 

The Annexure gives a tool that can be used for this activity. 

Overcoming Challenge #3: 

Dealing with Discouragement from our Community 
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As regards Yogic practices, we are unlikely to face any 

opposition from our family and loved ones for doing them, 

and their effectiveness is well known throughout the world. 

 

When it comes to Yogic Aahaar, either our family or doctors 

or newspapers may give advice contradictory to what we now 

find to be working for us. In spite of this, we must continue to 

rely on what our body is signaling to us. This may seem 

difficult especially in large families where meals are had together, 

or with close friends and relatives who have seen us in a particular 

way for many years. After starting our journey, how many of us 

have heard one or more of these from our loved ones:  

 

• “I have made your favorite dish with so much love.... have 

some at least!” 

• “Why do you need to do dieting? You are already so 

slim!”  

• “What you're doing is not practical in today's day and 

age!” 

• “At least today you can relax your rules..it's my birthday!” 

 

Food plays many roles in our life – a way to celebrate, to show our 

love, a way to enjoy life, to stay fit and many more. Instead of 

being angry at our loved ones for not supporting us, we can 

understand their intention and find appropriate ways of 

dealing with discouragement from them: 

 

Below is a list of possible situations and their potential solutions:  

• The person doesn't understand how important our health is to 

us - Sharing our health journey honestly and asking for their 

support as we reclaim our health 

• The person cares for you, and fears you may fail, like many on 

“diets”- Getting our loved ones to interact with others who have 
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gone through the same process and found a difference in their 

health 

• The person feels left out and wishes they also got this 

opportunity - Encouraging them to attend the same courses or 

programs that we are undergoing, to experience for 

themselves 

• The person has health issues too, and is anxious, that while 

we are making changes, he/she is not - Sharing all the 

information, videos, resources we have been exposed to, so 

that they also get convinced to try this out with us 

• The person is worried that we will force them to make these 

changes too, against his/her wish - Not trying to convince 

anyone, and instead, giving them time to see results, and then 

make the decision for themselves. This means in the initial 

days, there may be some additional effort on our part – e.g. 

making the same food in two different ways – having oil-free 

daal for ourselves and with oil for our family. But if we think 

creatively, even this can be overcome 

• The person expresses their love to you through food - Thank 

the person for their love for you, but politely decline! Put more 

salads or cooked vegetables on your plate first. Take smaller 

servings, so that you can appear to take a re-fill! 

• The person misses that you aren't a snacking partner - Making 

this a fun process of learning and experimenting together! 

Enjoy time on non-food related activities, such as a walk 

• The person wants to celebrate by eating outside or hosting a 

party - Carry a healthy snack to the party as your contribution, 

offer to others and also keep for yourself. Eat some food or 

snacks at home before 

 

We should remember to have compassion for those who are 

challenging us! For them too it’s a habit. However, it doesn’t need 

to lead to us sacrificing our health goals.  
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The importance of compassion in this can not be emphasized 

enough! If we approach our loved ones with a sense of superiority 

or moral high ground, it is likely to do more damage than benefit. 

This then becomes a battle of egos, instead of an act of love and 

concern for our loved ones. Just like we feel motivated by 

appreciating small successes we've made, our loved ones will 

also feel motivated to support us, if we appreciate their support. 

 

Creating a Peer Support Group 

 

When we are at a loss we can reach out to our peers and see how 

they are dealing with this. A great way to make this process of 

change a joyful journey is for us to find a peer support group.  

 

Peers can help us by: 

• Giving us the comfort that we are not alone in our journey 

• Dividing responsibilities and sharing resources, especially in 

the initial days, when we are setting new habits. E.g. a person 

making herbal tea every morning in order to skip the tea 

served in office, can also carry some herbal tea in a thermos 

for colleagues making a switch! 

• Sharing information e.g. where to find kitchen replacements 

• Practicing together at a common time in a group setting – 

before or after work. 

• A forum to share our success as well as obstacles that come 

our way. Sharing best practices and offering ideas and 

solutions for obstacles, e.g. tips to find time during the day 

• Holding each other accountable - public declaration of our 

commitments is a very powerful tool 

• Encouraging each other’s learning by recommending, books, 

movies or talks on healthy eating 
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• Build confidence to differ from formal sources, by answering 

questions from others, that we are not able to answer for 

ourselves 

 

Finding a community is a fantastic support. Almost all people 

trying to break out old habits do better when surrounded by peers 

facing similar issues and are committed to a similar journey. 

 

 

 

The Big Picture – Investing in Ourselves 

 

This new pattern may need some additional time and 

resources from our side, especially initially, but we also need 

to see the big picture - We are investing in our well-being.  
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Real life example 

 

Imagine the following situation 

 

• You put Rs 1,000 in a separate bank account each month 

• Every year, your salary increases by 5% and your savings 

also increase accordingy. You started working at the age of 

25 and worked till you were 60 years old 

• On your savings, you get 8.5% annual interest 

 

How much money will you get back at the time of retirement?  

Answer: Over 40 lakh ! That is the power of investment, 

however small it is. 

 

If we don't invest now, we will need to pay a few years later – 

for treatment of ailments resulting from our choices, not 

reaching our potential at work or at home, etc 

 

 

We educate our children, even though it takes time and effort, 

so that they can be independent and successful when they 

grow up. Can we invest a little bit in ourselves, so that we live 

our own dreams and see our children living theirs? 
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Ultimately, if there’s a will there’s a way! 
 

 

 

 

Key Points 

 

Budget: 

◦ Yogic practices don’t have any additional budgetary 

requirement or monetary investment. They need very little 

additional infrastructure – we don't need to travel to an 

outside facility like a gym, need any equipment or an AC. 

We can do them in the comfort of our homes with natural 

ventilation. 

◦ There’s a misconception that healthy food is more 

expensive. Actually, we are saving due to eating more 
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home-made food and less processed, animal-based food. 

Most changes are not additions, but replacements (e.g. 

iodized salt replaced by rock salt), Additions are local, fresh, 

culturally relevant food instead of expensive, exotic foods 

 

Time: A project which seems overwhelmingly big at first, becomes 

much more manageable once we break it down into smaller 

pieces, and plan how to make each of the pieces work. Likewise 

with time! Some practical tips for managing time: (a) Cut out time 

wastage from our life (b) Identify times of day when we can do 

these practices along with our regular work (c) Sleep 15-30 

minutes earlier and wake up earlier (d) Food Menu planning 

 

Obtaining support from others: As regards Yogic practices, We 

are unlikely to face any opposition from our family and loved ones 

for doing them, and their effectiveness is well known throughout 

the world. When it comes to Yogic Aahaar, either our family or 

doctors or newspaper articles may give advice contradictory to 

what we now find to be working for us. In spite of this, we must 

continue to rely on what our body is signaling us. Instead of being 

angry at our loved ones for not supporting us, we can understand 

their intention and find appropriate ways of dealing with 

discouragement from them. The importance of compassion in this 

can not be emphasized enough!  

 

A great way to make this process of change a joyful journey is for 

us to find a peer support group. 

 

This new pattern may need some additional time and resources 

from our side, especially initially, but we also need to see the big 

picture - We are making an investment in our well-being. 
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Annexure 
Time Table Planning Tool 

 
This table can be used to figure out ideas to fit various Yogic 
practices into our daily time-table. The tool first helps to identify 
how time can be saved or used in parallel, for activities. Then, for 
each type of activity, the table gives the typical expected duration 
of the practice, and best times to do, incorporating precautions. 
Based on this, we can generate a couple of ideas for when we can 
do the practice in our typical day. 
 

TIME SAVING TOOL (Write minutes saved) 

TV Break during work 

Waking up earlier  Whatsapp/Facebook/Internet 

Others? Total Time Saved 
 

 

Regular work with which practice can be done (Tick/cross 
based on which are applicable) 

Cooking Advertisement break in TV 

Watching TV Break from work 

Others? Time spent in travel 

 
Option generation 

ACTIVITY  Duration Best time to do When to do 
- Options 

Loosening 8 
minutes 

To loosen and activate 
body parts, Anytime 
Ideas:  
 

 

Praanaayaam 5 
minutes 

Empty stomach, anytime 
Ideas: 
 
 

 
 

 

Aasan or Joint 
Pain practices  

7 
minutes 

Empty stomach (morning, 
afternoon, evening. Ideas: 
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ACTIVITY  Duration Best time to do When to do 
- Options 

 

Meditation 
 

5 
minutes 

Anytime, before sleeping, 
during break 
Ideas: 
 

 

Joy (Music, 
Laughter Yog, 
Art, etc) & 
Self-Love 
(Affirmation, 
Puja/ Bhajan/ 
Namaaz etc) 

10 
minutes 

Anytime 
Ideas: 

 

Relaxation 5 
minutes 

A break in the day 
Ideas: 

 

Health Diary & 
Checklist 

5 
minutes 

Before sleeping  

 

Calendaring Key Activities 

Activity  Suggested 
Time to do 

When will you do 

Breakfast Between 7 to 
10am 

 

Lunch Between 12 se 
2:30pm 

 

Dinner Between 7 se 
10pm 

 

Sleep Latest by 
11:45pm 

 

Waking 
up 

At least 6 hours 

of sleep 
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Overall Calendar 

Time slot Activity 
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Chapter 3 

 

Abhyaas 

 

Overcoming common internal 
barriers to practice 

 

Meaning 

 

Abhyaas is Sanskrit for “practice”.  

Patanjali Yog Sutras defined it as practicing for 

a longer time, without interruption and staying 

committed to the practice. 

 

 

Importance 

 

Understanding the internal barriers which are at 

the root of all challenges faced,  

will enable us to find sustainable solutions,  

driven by ourselves. 
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Maintaining Anushaasanam (Discipline) 

 

Self-tracking is a great way to maintain discipline. It cultivates 

self-awareness and self-accountability.  

 

This enables us to pick up the small, steady changes in the 

way our body is responding to a Yogic lifestyle and teach us 

how to tune into tour body’s signals. Some responses to a 

Yogic lifestyle that we can observe within ourselves are - What 

time do we go to sleep? What is the quality of our sleep? How do 

we feel on waking up in the morning? What is our level of energy 

during the day? How is our appetite? How are the pains in our 

muscles and joints? What is the rate and quality of our breathing? 

How long are we able to keep our breath during chanting?  

 

3 key guidelines will help us in self-tracking: 

 

o Swaasthya (health) – This is for our own well-being.  

o Swaadhyaay (self-reflection) – This is for us, not for any 

external person, such as our doctor or health coach. External 

people may use the data to support us in our journey, but still, 

the purpose is for it to aid us. We can use this a tool for self-

reflection, to uncover what enables us to do certain things, and 

what are the obstacles.  This will take us further in our journey. 
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o Satya (truth) – This needs to be done with truth – as filling it is 

in our hands. It is possible that on same days, we are not able 

to adhere to the routine we set out for ourselves. At such times, 

when we are tracking ourselves, we may feel guilty and be 

tempted to not write the full truth. But not writing the truth, will 

be detrimental for our Swaadhyaay, and therefore, our health.  

 

 

Practical Tool 1 – Health Diary 

 

In a health diary, we note down our schedule of going to sleep, 

waking up, how long did we practice, what practices did we do, 

how was our physical and mental state, our schedule of eating, 

what and how much we eat, etc . Looking at this after a few days 

shows us patterns we may not realize otherwise. E.g.  

• After going through our health diary for a week, we can ask 

ourselves – Do I now feel like going to sleep earlier? Am I 

skipping any particular Yogic Vyaayaam practices? 

• After going through our food diary for a week, we can ask 

ourselves – Do I have enough diversity in what I eat – grains, 

pulses, fruits and vegetables? Are there any foods I tend to 

have a lot or very less of? How regular are my meal timings?  

• How well am I actioning my commitment to my well-being? 

 

A sample template for a health diary is shared as an annexure in 

the first book in the series. 

 

 

Practical Tool 2 – Health List 

 

In a health list, we work with a pre-populated list of resolutions we 

want to follow. These can cover Yogic Aahaar, Vyaayaam, 

Vichaar, etc. At the end of the day, we can check-off which 

resolutions we implemented, and which we did not. This is a 
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helpful tool for self-reflection. We can also add a scoring scheme 

to each item on the checklist, in line with the weightage or 

importance of each item and give ourselves a score. This helps us 

see our movement in a quantifiable and objective manner.  

 

This book has sample health lists, based on the Yogic tool you 

choose for your well-being. 

 

 

Tips to Use the Tools 

 

How we name this daily reflection tool and ritual is also important, 

as it can frame our relationship with this process subconsciously. 

What emotions do these words invoke in us - “tracking”, “to-do 

list”, “routine”, “checklist”? A bit of fear, a touch of guilt, a feeling of 

boredom, or a sense of loss of freedom, perhaps? This is likely 

based on our association with evaluative processes such as 

examinations and performance appraisals, and impositions by 

parents, teachers or bosses.  

 

It may help us to remember that any such process is only, and 

only for ourselves. To serve our deeper intention behind our health 

goals. In that spirit, we can create new names such as “joylist”, 

“self-love list”, “ritual” or anything else, that will enable us to create 

an empowering, loving, peaceful and joyful relationship with the 

tool, and with Anushaasanam (discipline) in general. 

 

The other place to bring in this compassionate towards ourselves 

is how we feel after using these tools. We may have been eating a 

certain food for years, sometimes many decades, so we will make 

some “mistakes”. Allowing ourselves to recognize the mistakes 

and correct course is an important part of the learning. This is 

addressed more in the following section.  
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Maintaining Motivation 

 

Keeping ourselves motivated through our journey of 

transformation is a key enabler in setting new habits.  

 

It is said that Praan follows attention, i.e. wherever our attention 

goes, is where our life force goes. If we are eating the right food or 

exercising daily but with harsh self-imposed discipline or 

overwhelmed by the guilt of making small mistakes along the way, 

our life-force will be de-energized.  

 

Conversely, we can feel motivated by appreciating our every 

success, however small – such as noticing small improvements 

we’re feeling, just counting the number of days on the new way of 

eating, appreciating ourselves for being more aware of our 

PanchKosh, for giving ourselves the rest our body needs, for 

taking out 5 additional minutes for ourselves in the day. These 

changes may seem small to us but appreciating them in ourselves 

is a critical step to bringing and sustaining change. Appreciation is 

a form of expressing our love to ourselves. It is proven that the 

hormones associated with love have the power to re-wire the 
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pathways in our brain, thus helping us in creating new patterns. 

Loving ourselves is a much more powerful way of changing 

ourselves, as compared to actively trying to change ourselves.  

 

This technique is now being used by organizations across the 

world for improving performance and motivation. Read up on 

“Appreciative Enquiry” to know more! 

 

 

Activity 

 

This is a fun group activity to do, with peers who are on the 

same journey as us. Stand in a circle and share the smallest 

detail you want to recognize and appreciate in yourself, on this 

path. Say it with an exaggerated sense, as if you’ve climbed 

Mount Everest, or stepped on the Moon! Try to really feel the 

immensity of the smallest change, and express it fully with your 

voice, body, energy and emotion. Others who are listening are 

to express appreciation the person speaking, in a similar 

exaggerated and expressive manner.  

 

This may seem artificial at first – but we will find ourselves 

getting into it within the first 5 minutes. All inhibitions get shed, 

and we suddenly become like children – experiencing joy. We 

will find ourselves energized by the energy of this love from 

ourselves and others. We spend so much time criticizing 

ourselves without knowing it – such an activity works wonders 

in rejuvenating us. 

 

We can also do this activity ourselves, by celebrating small 

successes everyday – by sharing with others, journaling or 

reflecting. 
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The Challenge always lies within 

 

We have already discussed and addressed external challenges 

such as budget, family support, habits, time planning. But the most 

significant hurdles are internal. In fact, on examining any 

external obstacle closely, we will find it is essentially an 

internal obstacle.  

 

 

For instance, let’s delve into our inability to find time, which is one 

of the most common challenges faced. This seems like an 

external challenge, as time is limited, but in reality, it is an internal 

challenge. Let’s see how. How many minutes are there in a day? 

1,440 (24 hours with 60 minutes each). Even if we take out 45 

minutes for ourselves from this, we will still be left with 1,395 

minutes for everything that we wish to accomplish! This 

establishes that there is an abundance of time in a day. Where 

does this time go? At work, with family and friends, sleeping, 

entertainment. This means we are implicitly prioritizing all these 

activities over our well-being. 

 

Similarly, our inability to say no to someone showering their love 

upon us by feeding us unhealthy but “tasty” food, reflects our 

internal struggle between prioritizing our well-being and our 

relationships.  
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 Reflection Activity 

 

For all the external obstacles you’re facing (such as budget, 

time, discouragement from community), delve deeper and 

uncover your internal obstacle or conflict.  

 

Illustrative questions to support this self-enquiry: 

• What stops me from doing “X” ? 

• What is my fear underlying my inaction? 

• For a pattern or habit that I’m struggling to change, what 

need of mine does it represent? (e.g. eating out represents 

my need for joy, not having a routine represents need for 

freedom) 

• How else can that need of mine be met? (e.g. need for joy 

can be met through engaging in a hobby, need for freedom 

can be met by some unstructured time every day to wind 

down) 
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The Yogic View to Internal Obstacles 

 

Patanjali has outlined 9 types of internal obstacles on the 

path to Yog  

 

1. Vyadhi: Illness in the body is the first obstacle. 

2. Styana: Meaning illness in the mind – this includes the 

inability to comprehend, listen, understand, follow or practice 

anything. For example, we are perfectly alright but when we 

get to start meditating, sickness befalls us! If we are watching 

TV, nothing happens, but if we sit down to meditate, the body 

grows restless. 

3. Samshaya: This refers to 3 types of doubts:  

a. Doubt about oneself: “Am I good enough? I don’t think I 

can do it. We see others on this path very happy and 

becoming healthy. “It is only me who is suffering. I am 

no good.  

b. Doubt about the technique: “Will this technique do any 

good to me? May be I should do some other technique. 

It is not for me.” 

c. Doubt about the teacher: “What is he/she up to? Does 

he/she implement this in own life? 

4. Pramaad: This refers to carelessness, not being alert. Doing 

something wrong knowing that it is very wrong. Or, knowing 

we have to do something and not doing. For instance, 

Knowing that we have diabetes and should move to “Eat Food, 

Mostly Plants”, still we go on with our Un-Yogic Aahaar 

knowingly is Pramāda. 

5. Aalasya: This refers to Laziness in the body. It can creep up 

in any aspect of life while doing anything. For instance, we 

may do a lot of things, but when it comes to doing little aasan, 

we simply don’t! 

6. Avirati: This refers to the desire for sense objects, such as not 
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being able to give up a particular food item, and constantly 

thinking about it. 

7. Bhraanti-darshan - Living under illusion or wrong 

understanding 

8. Alabdhabhumikatva- Missing the point or inability to hold on 

to what is achieved 

9. Anavasthitatva - Inability to maintain the achieved progress. 

Being aware of these challenges will enable us to respond 

appropriately when they arise.  

 

 

Reflection 

 

Reflect on the obstacles above, and identify which of these are 

applicable for you. 

 

 

The Yogic Solution - Practices to cultivate 

 

Delving on the above obstacles may leave us feeling cofounded, 

stuck or helpless. Patanjali’s Yog Sutras have answered this 

dilemma by suggesting cultivation of two key practices – 

Abhyaas and Vairaagya. These are two key principles on 

which the entire Yogic system rests, and which have the 

power to take us to ultimate Self-realization.  

 

• Abhyaas (Practice - “Never give up!): Doing our practices 

for a long time, without a break – going deeper and deeper. It 

involves cultivating a strong conviction, a persistent effort to 

consistently choose the lifestyle, actions (Annamay Kosh), 

speech (Praanamay Kosh), and thoughts (Manomay Kosh), as 

well as the spiritual practices that lead in the direction of Yog.  

 

• Vairaagya (Non-attachment – “Always let go!”) - Learning 
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to let go of the many attachments, likes and dislikes, fears, 

and false identities that are clouding the true Self. It involves 

learning to actively encounter, explore and gradually letting go 

of mental colorings that lead us away from Yog. Vairagya 

helps us sail through the sea of both successes and failures. 

For instance, if a diabetic finds his blood sugar level has 

reduced a lot through Yogic tools, he/she may get over-excited 

and leave the practices. Likewise, if the person finds that the 

Yogic tools are not leading to any change in blood sugar level, 

he/she may get dejected and leave the practices prematurely. 

Vairagya enables us to deal with both the ups and downs, with 

composure. 

These re-inforce each other in a virtuous cycle – Abhyaas leads 

us in the right direction and Vairaagya allows us to continue the 

inner journey without getting side-tracked into the pains and 

pleasures along the way. 

  

 

Self-Reflection 

 

Abhyaas:  

• What are the actions, speech or thoughts which lead me 

towards peace, love and joy, which I need to do more of?  

• Which lead me away from peace, love and joy, which I need 

to do less of?  

 

By increasingly taking charge of our choices in life and how we 

use our personal energy, and focusing on doing what supports 

us, we find gradually that points in the second question that 

lead us away, also fade away. 

 

 

Self-Reflection 
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Vairagya:  

• What activities, habits, ideas, people, or institutions towards 

do I like, that is not useful, and I need to gradually let go of? 

• What activities, habits, ideas, people, or institutions do I 

dislike, where this feeling I need to gradually let go of? 
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Key Points 

 

On examining external obstacles closely, we will find that they are 

essential internal obstacles. 

 

Keeping ourselves motivated through our journey of 

transformation is a very important enabler in setting new habits. 

We can feel motivated by appreciating our every success, 

however small. 

 

Self-tracking is a great way to maintain discipline. They help us be 

accountable to ourselves. Cultivating self-awareness, through self-

tracking will enable us to pick up the small, steady changes in the 

way our body is responding to a Yogic lifestyle, and teach us how 

to tune into tour body’s signals. We need to balance this with 

being compassionate towards ourselves. A big part of conscious 

living is keeping a health diary or checklist. 

 

Patanjali has outlined 9 types of internal obstacles on the path to 

Yog 

 

Patanjali’s Yog Sutras have answered this dilemma by suggesting 

cultivation of two key practices – Abhyaas and Vairaagya. These 

are two key principles on which the entire Yogic system rests, and 

which have the power to take us to ultimate Self-realization.
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Chapter 4 

 

Aanandoham 

 

Being Sthit in Swa 
 

 

Meaning 

 

“Aanandoham” is Sanskrit for “I am Joy”.  

Joy (Aanand) is our real nature, which emerges 

when we are established in our true Self, i.e. 

when we are Sthit in Swa 

 

Importance 

 

“Being” Sthit in Swa enables our “Doing” 

towards our well-being and is a short-cut for 

this journey 
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Of all the chapters you’ve read so far and will read ahead, this is 

by far, the single most important chapter. It has the power to 

multiple the impact of all the steps we’re taking. 

 

We’ve seen many tools – Yogic Aahaar, Yogic Kriyaas, working 

with our Mind and Emotions, amongst others, to restore our well-

being. But what is the purpose of learning these tools? We may 

say Health / Well-being / Swaasthya. Let’s go one step deeper 

and examine this in depth. 

 

We will do this through three probing questions: 

 

• What makes us want to become Swasth? What will being 

Swasth manifest in our external life? The answer is an action, 

or a strategy. Illustrative answers – “I can live and work 

without pain” or “I will be able to see my children getting 

married, or play with my grandchildren” or “I will not be 

dependent on my children to take care of me” or “I can fit into 

my favourite clothes” 

 

• What need of ours will that meet? How will being Swasth 

manifest in our internal life? The answer is a need being 

fulfilled. Illustrative answers – “I will feel at ease” or “I will be 

independent” or “I will feel good about myself” 

 

• How will our experience of life be, once we these needs are 

met? The answer is our core need, our deeper yearning. 

Illustrative answers include – “I will feel peace”, “I will get love”, 

“I will experience joy”  

 

Thus, being healthy enables us to manifest certain things in our 

external life, which in turn, meet some of our internal, fundamental 

needs. We can also explore this from the opposite direction. 
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The following probing questions will support us in this enquiry: 

 

• What do we miss when we are not Swasth? What does being 

a-Swasth stop us from being able to do? The answer is an 

action, or a strategy. Illustrative Answers – “I miss being able 

to participate in fun activities like trekking, going out”, or “I miss 

being able to do whatever I want to do, without my children 

worrying so much”, or “I miss feeling good about myself when I 

look at myself in the mirror” 

 

• What need of ours is unmet? How is not being Swasth 

manifesting in our internal life? The answer is an unmet need. 

Illustrative Answers – “I miss adventure” or “I miss freedom” or 

“I miss feeling good” 

 

• How is our experience of life when these needs are unmet? 

The answer our core need, our deeper yearning. Illustrative 

Answers – “I miss peace / love / joy” 

 

 

Reflection Activity 

 

Before proceeding further, reflect on the following 6 questions 

and write their answers in a journal 

 

 

Essentially, underneath all our desires and our needs, what we all 

yearn for is peace, love and joy. That is the crux of why we are 

looking for health, why we are learning these tools and many more. 

 

Peace, Love and Joy are words that have been used in many 

religions and cultures in various forms, to indicate the state of Yog. 

They are indicators of being in a state of Yog. Why? Because Yog 

is about connecting to our true Self, our “Swa” (self). And peace, 
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love and joy are properties of “Swa”, what we call the soul, spirit, 

आत्मा, रूह ,universal force, true self, etc.  

 

 

To attain peace, love and joy, we’ve learnt so many tools (Yogic 

Kriyaas, Yogic Aahaar, understanding Yogic philosophy of genesis 

of disease and healing, cultivating awareness, to name a few). 

Additionally, we’ve been keeping ourselves motivated towards our 

goal by tracking ourselves checklists and health diaries. But, have 

we stopped to examine if these tools are really giving us peace, 

love and joy? 

So far, we didn’t have the necessary knowledge, hence, not doing 

these things didn’t create issues in our life. As they say – 
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Ignorance is Bliss! But now that we know what to do, we are 

potentially creating additional issues in our life!  

 

Let’s examine: What happens when we aren’t able to “do” Yogic 

processes? We may feel guilty ourselves, or angry at others not 

supporting us in doing so, or sad at being stuck in our patterns. If 

that is the case, we’d rather not introduce these tools in our life!  

 

The answer to being established in “Swa”, i.e. in peace, love 

and joy lies deeper. Let’s consider the following: To get from 

point “A” to “B” – two end points of a tile on the floor – what 

is the distance to be covered? The distance can be 1 step or 

40,000km. How? If we move directly from point A to B, the 

distance is 1 step. But if we turn around at A, travel in the 

opposite direction, covering the entire earth until we come 

around, we will have traversed 40,000km – it’s circumference.  

By “doing” “Yogic processes” in the hope of attaining peace, love 

and joy, we are taking the 40,000km path. But there is a shortcut!  
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This statement does not mean that these tools will not take us 

closer to our goal. We know that these tools help us to experience 

peace, love and joy. Expressing our emotions, laughter Yog, 

meditation – all these help us get closer to our ultimate desire. But 

have we also realized that this relationship holds the other way 

round also? That is, when we are in a state of peace, love and joy 

– doing these practices becomes much easier. We can consider 

many examples we may have experienced during our journey: 

 

• Eating food mindfully and realizing effortlessly that tasty is 

healthy and vice versa.  

• Realizing the power of Yogic practices, when we do them from 

a place of stillness and therefore more awareness – how a 

simple activity such as raising our arm can have a profound 

impact on our body, when the hand is moved as slowly as the 

seconds hand of a clock. 

• How loving our own self – expressing love to our body, our 

image in the mirror, recognizing our strengths through peer 

appreciation circles makes us want to do more.  

• The experience of re-writing the story of our life as it’s hero, 

instead of as a victim. 

The shortcut is the “Being” that we’ve been looking for! “Being” 

peace, love and joy. 

 

There is a two-way relationship between “Doing” and “Being”. 

Doing Yogic processes helps us in Being peace, love and joy. 

Likewise, Being peace, love and joy, makes it much easier for us 

to do Yogic practices. This is a self-fuelling virtuous cycle! What 

makes “Being” a shortcut, is that there is nothing to be done to 

attain the state. It’s realizing that we are peace, love and joy. 

Period.  

 

“I am peace. I am love. I am joy.” Right now, in this very moment. 

Not after I’ve done my Praanaayaam or Meditation. Not after I’ve 

worked through my anger. The power of the Being is that it’s 
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always within us. It’s like a radio channel that’s always playing, 

whether we hear it or not – we just need to tune in! Yog and Joy 

are two sides of the same coin ☺ 

 

How to stay be peace, love and joy? That is, how to stay 

grounded in the “Swa”?  

 

Like a mountain which can be climbed through various routes, the 

Self can be accessed through multiple gateways. In the Yogic 

system, it is said that each of our 114 chakras provides an access 

point to the Self. This is like a room with multiple doors, each with 

a different key. Either of the doors can be used to access the 

room. And once we gain access to the room, we can start opening 

other doors from inside, i.e. it becomes easier to unlock the other 

doors as we understand them better. 

 

Using our knowledge of the PanchKosh, we can use 4 linked 

pathways - our Body, Energy, Mind (Thoughts) and Emotions - to 

access the Self: 

 

• Body – A posture, Aasan (position), a movement 

• Energy – A song, a metaphor, a visual or picture, an 

inspiration in nature 

• Mind – A word, a prayer, an affirmation, a meditation practice 

• Emotion – A memory, a spiritual/religious practice of “Bhakti” 

(devotion) towards whichever God, universal force, spiritual 

being we feel connected to 

It’s important here to make the above as specific as possible. If 

usually dance gets us into a state of Yog, now is the time to ask 

ourselves – is there a particular dance step? If it’s music, what’s 

the specific song? Which is the Aasan that really appeals to us? 

What is a picture or metaphor that alters our state and gets us to 

experience the self.  
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This process of ongoing discovery and refinement is a journey of 

self-discovery which gives unparalleled peace, love and joy even 

as we’re learning to walk it. Some simple activities we could use, 

to experiment with accessing our Self are: 

 

• Go to the room where you feel most connected to yourself. 

Walk around quietly, sensing the energy and it’s connection 

with you move to a corner of the room that energetically 

resonates with you. Which gives you a feeling of peace, love 

or joy. Keeping your eyes closed, stand/sit at this place, and 

soak in it’s energy. 

• Close your eyes and remember a peak emotional experience 

– when you felt extremely peaceful, loving or joyful. Visualize 

the entire situation – who and what was around you and slowly 

deeper go inside that experience – recall how you felt in your 

body? Your energy? Your Mind and Emotions? Feel the same 

right now. Let it fill your entire Being – spreading into your 

current body, energy, mind and emotions.  

• Read aloud a powerful affirmation multiple times to yourself. 

You could use our Aanandoham Affirmation, or Loving 

Treatment by Louise Hay, or many of the powerful 

mantras/their equivalents in your religion. Feel the energy of 

these words, spreading within you as you say them, fully 

believing them to be true.  

• Put on music that you feel a deep connection with. Keep your 

eyes closed, so that all attention is inwards. Soak in the music, 

the lyrics, the composition. Now let your body express itself 

through any movement/posture. Do it gently for some time. 

Then start amplifying the movement as you get into the flow. 

As the body flows effortlessly, add any sounds or words that 

are coming to you (it could be also be a song/ bhajan/ prayer). 

You can go on, adding sights, visuals, colors, or a Being/deity 

who symbolizes these for you. See that this is inside you.  

Through such explorations, we can develop our own grounding 

practices, which establish us in our Self. In peace, love and joy. 
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Here too, constancy of practice (Abhyaas) is important. We can 

consider taking a vow of committing to doing at least 1 practice 

everyday for a year, no matter what. Quite surely, we will be 

amazed at what 5 minutes with our Self can do for us. Like a 

panacea, a prescription for our well-being at all levels – physical, 

mental, social, spiritual and universal. Wiping out diseases, habits, 

patterns from the root, re-wire our mind and creating a new life of 

peace, love and joy. One that’s always been around, waiting 

silently for our participation in it.  

 

Peace, Love and Joy 
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Reflection 

 

This is to be done after experimenting with at least half of the 

techniques mentioned in the chapter. Identify which practices 

or pathways enable you to connect with your real Self, which 

you will add to your daily practice: 

 

• Body – A posture, Aasan (position), a movement 

• Energy – A song, a metaphor, a visual or picture, an 

inspiration in nature 

• Mind – A word, a prayer, an affirmation, a meditation practice 

• Emotion – A memory, a spiritual/religious practice of “Bhakti” 

(devotion) towards whichever God, universal force, spiritual 

being we feel connected to 
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Annexure 

Paths to being Sthit in Swa 
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Chapter 5 

 

From Doing Yog to 
Living in Yog 

 

Four Streams of Yog 
 

Meaning 

 

Yog is beyond a series of tools to be practiced. 

It is a way of being. 

 

Importance 

 

Once we understand the four streams of Yog,  

we can employ them in everything we do –  

Work (Karma Yog), Worship (Bhakti Yog), 

Philosophy (Jnana Yog), or Psychic Control 

(Raja Yog)
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Concept of Yog 

 

Yog is derived from the Sanskrit word “Yuj” Which means Union. 

Hence, yog has to do with Union. The question that comes is, 

What is it a union of? As per the ancient Indian philosophy, Yog is 

defined as the union of the Individual (जीवात्मा) with the Divine 

(परमात्मा), or the union of the Individual consciousness with the 

Universal consciousness.  

 

This definition of yog as union describes yog as a state, as state 

of union. Hence, when one is in a state of union, one is said to be 

in a state of yog. 

 

Another way of exploring yog as a state is to see it as a state of 

alignment, a state of harmony of the different dimensions within us. 

We are beings with different dimensions and elements of 

existence, namely our body, vital energies, thoughts and emotions. 

So, when these different dimensions are in alignment, and hence, 

are in harmony, then we have the potential, the possibility, to 

explore other higher dimensions. This state of harmony, the state 

of alignment within, can be defined as a state of yog, the state of 

union, union of the body, vital energies, mind and emotions. In this 

state of union, alignment and harmony, good health is a natural 

outcome.  

 

The word for health in Sanskrit is Swasth. This is currently 

translated as health and often limited to mean physical well-being 

or health. When we look at the word “Swa-sth” more closely, it is 

made up of two parts- “swa” and “sth”, which means being stable 

(“Sthit”) in one-self (“Swa”). Hence, the state of health is a state of 

being stable in oneself. This can also be seen as a state of yog. 

That is, when one is stable in one’s true self, one is in a state of 

yog.  

 

The above are ways of understanding yog as a state. We have 

seen 3 ways: State of … 
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1. Union of the individual and the universal 

2. Alignment of the dimensions of our being  

3. Being stable in one’s true self 

 

Yog has also been defined as a process. A process that leads to a 

certain state of Yog. Patanjali, a renowned sage and scholar who 

has gifted the world with gifts of grammar and Ayurveda, has also 

gifted the world with his Yog Sutras or aphorisms.  In these Yog 

sutras, he defines Yog in his second sutra as follows 

 

Yogah Chitt Vritti Nirodhah  (योग चित्तर्वतृ्तत्त ननरोध:) 

 

This means Yog is the Cessation (Nirodh) of the Deviations (Virtti) 

of the mind (Chitt). 

 

• Chitt is a Sanskrit word that has various meanings in English. 

A simple one is “mind”, but scholars have also interpreted it as 

“consciousness”. 

• “Nirodh” is also a very interesting word as Patanjali has not 

used Virodh, which means to stop, but “Nirodh”, which 

resonates more with an automatic cessation or stoppage with 

ease and not by brute force.  

 

In Yog-Vasistha, the essence of yog is defined as a skillful trick to 

calm down the mind in the following verse (3.9-32) 

 

Manah prashaman upaayah yog ityabhidiyate 

(मन: प्रशमन: उपाय: योग इत्यभभद्यत)े 

 

It is defined as a subtle process and not a brutal, mechanical, 

gross effort to stop the thoughts. In Bhagavad Gita, Yog is defined 

as a special skill of acting with dexterity in verse 2:50. 

Yogah Karmasu Kaushalam 

(योग: कममसु कौशलम)् 
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It means the process of relaxed action is yog. The efficiency is an 

outcome. The skill is doing relaxed action without attachment to 

the outcome and this subtle skill and process is defined as yog.  

 

Streams of Yog 

 

Swami Vivekananda, one of the world-renowned scholars of the 

19th and 20th Centuries, said:  

 

“Do it By Work (Karma yog), By Worship (Bhakti Yog), By 

Philosophy (Jnana Yog), or By Psychic Control (Raja Yog), By any 

one or two or all of these and be free.”  

 

This statement has defined the four streams of Yog.  

 

If yog is a state, the streams are like the rivers that flow into the 

ocean. These streams individually, or in combination, lead us to 

the state of yog. Each stream defines a process or a pathway to 

follow to lead a life in yog, to reach the state of yog.  The four 

streams of yog defined in the statement can be followed 

individually or in combination, as per the statement.  

 

The four streams of Yog defined are: 

a) Psychic Control (Raja Yog) 

b) Philosophy (Jnana Yog),  

c) Worship (Bhakti Yog),  

d) Work (Karma yog),  
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Below is a brief description of each of the Stream 

 

Raja yog 

 

 

This is the path of will power. Swami Vivekananda named it as the 

king of the paths.  This path is based on the 196 Patanjali Yog 

Sutras, where yog has been defined as the “Cessation of the 

deviations of the mind”. In his Yog Sutras, Patanjali describes an 

eight-fold path to reach the state. This 8-fold path is called 

Ashtanga Yog. 

 

The Eight Parts or limbs are: 

 

a. Yama: These are guidelines to be followed for our 

external relationships or guidelines for how we interact 

with the external world. These guidelines are to be 

followed at all levels, i.e. in action, speech and thought. 

Patanjali has listed 5 such guidelines, namely -  

i. Truth (Satya) 

ii. Non-violence (Ahimsa) 

iii. Non-stealing or non-enjoying anything that 

belongs to others (Asteya) 

iv.  Non-indulgence in the 5 sensory pleasures 

(Brahmacharya) 

v. Non-possessiveness of material and people 

(Aparigrah)    

b. Niyama: These are guidelines to be followed for our 
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internal management or guidelines on how we relate 

with ourselves internally. These guidelines are to be 

followed at all levels, i.e. in action, speech and thought. 

Patanjali has listed 5 such guidelines, namely -  

i. Purity (Shauch) 

ii. Contentment (Santosh) 

iii. Single-pointed commitment (Tapa) 

iv. Study of the Self (Swadhyaya) 

v. Surrender to the Universe (Ishwar Pranidhana)  

c. Aasan: This is about working with the body and 

bringing it to a state of Ease (sukh) and Stability 

(sthirta) as we do our work (Prayatna) with ease 

(Shaithilya) and surrender (Samapati) to the Infinite 

(Anant) 

d. Praanaayaam: This is about how we regulate the 

prana (vital energies) within us and the importance of it.  

e. Pratyahaar: This is about turning the direction of our 

sense experience inward, i.e. hear, smell, taste, see 

and touch our inner world, our body, our vital energies, 

our thoughts and our emotions 

f. Dharanaa: This is about focusing the mind on a single 

something, about concentration and bringing the mind 

to one thought 

g. Dhyaan: This is about defocusing and meditation. 

Dhyana is effortless Dharana. 

h. Samadhi: This is about merger, merger of the object, 

subject and the interaction, i.e., merger of the person 

who is meditating, what he/ she is meditating on, and 

the process of meditation.  

These 8 aspects are of two kinds, the first 5 are about indirect 

control of the mind and is named Bahiranga and the last 3 are 

about working directly with the mind and is named Antaranga. 
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Jnana Yog 

 

This is the path of philosophy and wisdom. This path is not just 

about knowledge, but also about experiential knowledge and 

wisdom. It has been defined with stages as follows: 

 

a. Listening (Sravanam) is the first stage. At this level, 

the seeker listens to the subject matter through 

listening a lecture, reading a book, or watching a video 

and absorbs the content of the knowledge.  

b. Contemplating (Mananam) is the second step where 

the seeker starts engaging with the content of what he 

or she has heard and make logical sense of it. At this 

stage, the seeker can ask questions, and recapitulate 

the content again and again if required.  

c. Experiencing (Nidhidhyasanam) is the third step 

where the seeker contemplates deeply on the subject 

matter in a Meditative state and experiences the 

knowledge for oneself. This experience is subjective 

and the seeker then defines their own version of the 

knowledge and wisdom based on personal experience 

now and not just intellectual learning 

d. Knowledge (Jnana): As the seeker goes deeper into 

Meditation and contemplation, the seeker unravels 

higher dimensions and comes to the conclusion that I 

am that infinite consciousness (Anandamaya Kosha).  

e. Freedom (Jivan Mukti): Jnana has to be further 

stabilized and the seeker has to become stable and 
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centered in this Jnana. All our samskaaras (deep 

impressions left on the mind by thoughts and emotions) 

and vaasanas (deep mental impressions) which are 

deep rooted have to be cleansed. Once this cleaning is 

completed, we become stabilized in the Jnana and we 

become a living embodiment of wisdom. This is Jivan 

Mukti, Freedom even when alive.  

Even beyond this there are higher dimensions which are 

unraveled as one continues in the journey. At the time of death, a 

Jnana Yogi merges with the infinite to never come back. This is 

total merger or Videha Mukti. 

 

Bhakti Yog 

 

This is the path of Worship, of surrender to the Universe. This is 

also the science of Emotion culture. We are in the era of science 

and technology, which is largely governed by our intellect, by our 

logical side, our left brain. People with high intellect are rewarded 

by the society in different ways. The left brain can be so 

dominating that it can cover our entire existence and result in the 

suppression and non-acknowledgement of our emotions.  

 

This path of Emotion culture helps to train our emotional faculty so 

that we are sensitive to our own emotions and those of others as 

well and at the same time we are able to manage the overtone of 

some of the emotions, like greed, jealously, anger, etc., which 

have become common in today’s life. 
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Love is the common emotion that connects us all. Emotion Culture 

has the following stages based on this common feeling of Love 

that we all possess. 

 

i. Kama: This is the most gross form of love. This is also 

called as desire or lust. This is based on likes and 

dislikes and it creates a feeling of love or friendship 

based on common likes and dislikes. Such a 

connection is temporary as it is based on the common 

like or dislike. The moments these likes or dislikes 

change, the connection also ceases to exist. 

j. Prema: This is the next stage of love, where there is a 

sense of giving to the other, i.e. sacrificing the 

expectation of receiving anything in return for the love 

given. Hence, Prema = Kama + Tyaaga (Sacrifice). 

Hence, when we are willing to love without expecting 

anything in return, including giving up the expectation 

of love in return, it is called Prema.  

k. Bhakti: In Prema, we give up material possessions. In 

Bhakti, we give up our ego, and our attachment also. 

Hence, Bhakti is the next level of Prema, when there is 

surrender. Hence, Bhakti = Prema + Sarnagati. In 

Bhakti, we surrender ourselves totally at all levels - 

body, mind and our soul. Surrender can be to a 

personal god with a form or image (Saguna Bhakti) or 

to universal consciousness without any form (Nirguna 

Bhakti).  
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Karma Yog 

 

This is the path of work, or the path to attain yog through action. In 

summary, this path describes the secret of doing action by being 

detached with results or the fruits of action.  

There are 3 kinds of motivations for doing any action, which are 

governed by the 3 types of gunas. Gunas are the essential 

elements / components of the universe. The 3 gunas are to the 

universe like the 3 colours - Red Green Blue – are for all the 

colours we see. The 3 kind of motivations are- 

 

a) Tamasik- This action is governed by the guna Tamas, which 

is characterized by inertia or ‘resistance to action’, that is, 

laziness, drowsiness, sleep, etc. This is the state where there 

are excuses for not acting as there is a certain comfort in 

status quo. This prevents further growth or progress, both 

materially, and spiritually. 

b) Rajasika: This kind is governed by the guna Rajas and this is 

characterized by action driven by desire; desire for fame, 

name, money, etc. This is characterized by having a go-getter 

attitude, a lot of activity, planning and execution. As time goes, 

some realize this ego-centric action is pointless and there is no 

meaning. 

c) Sattvika: An action which is free from attachment to its 

outcome, an action which is free from any love or hatred, is 

said to be Sattvika. This governed by the guna sattva, which 

brings in compassion, a sense of sharing and love in our being 

and in our action. The Special attitude of action without 
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attachment to results makes kama karma to karma yog. 

 

Bhagavad Gita (2.50) defines yog as skill in action Yogah 

Karmasu Kaushalam. It is this skill of acting from detachment of 

fruits of action that is defined as yog. This sense of detachment 

from results, makes us accept success and failures in the same 

way and brings in Equanimity and Evenness. In this spirit, 

Bhagavad Gita (2.48) further defines Yog as Equanimity - 

Samatvam Yog Uchyate (समत्र्व ंयोग उच्यत)े  

 

Summary 

 

These are the four streams of yog as enumerated by Swami 

Vivekananda. The goal of each stream is the same- merger with 

the infinite, union of the individual with the universal. Each stream 

leads to the same ocean of the universal consciousness, to 

Moksha, to Videha Mukti. The choice of a stream or any 

combination of streams is of the seeker based on his/her personal 

preference and situation. Different aspects are relevant at different 

times and different streams are suitable to different temperaments.  

 

 

Reflection 

 

• Which of the above four streams appeals to your 

temperament?  

• Based on what you’ve read, what do you wish to do 

differently? 

• Which of the above four streams seems the least aligned to 

your temperament? 

• How do you want to explore this stream, to get to know and 

experience it differently from the past? 
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Chapter 7 

 

“Swaadhyaay” Redux 

 

A new vision for a new you 
 

Meaning 

 

The Sanskrit word “Swaadhyaay” is one of the 

steps in Ashtaang Yog (8-limbed Yog). 

“Swaadhyaa literally means self-study, i.e. 

understanding ourselves 

 

Importance 

 

As we go deeper into Yog, our vision for 

ourselves and the world around us will shift. 

Hence, we need to study ourselves again, to 

find a new vision as we step out into the next 

chapter of our life. 
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We had started the journey to wellbeing by first identifying our 

purpose and setting an intention. 

 

 

As time progresses, we will find ourselves becoming more aware 

and concerned about influencing our internal state of being, as 

opposed to changing the external situations. This may be 3 

months, 6 months, 1 year, or 10 years into our journey. But 

whenever we find such as shift happening, it’s a good time to 

come back and revisit our vision, purpose and intention.  

 

Is it really possible that imagination can influence outcomes in the 

"real" world? Using our imagination can be a powerful and creative 

tool for a life transformation. 

 

No amount of wanting or imagining will get us a new job or cure 

our ulcer if we don't take practical steps to make that happen. But 

we also know that the reverse is also true. Every important change 

we've made in our life, inner or outer, started with an act of 

imagination.  

 

Imagination is one of our greatest faculty to transform ourselves 

and our world. It helps us to leap out of the familiar and into the 
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unknown. The first step in doing this is to imagine a future different 

from the past, a self-sense different from the one we have now. Of 

course, we are shaped by our memories, our karm, our physically 

encoded patterns, and external factors such as culture and our 

circumstances. Some of these factors are hard to change. But the 

imagination can help us begin to replace our internal patterns, 

especially the ones that keep us limited and stuck. If we can re-

imagine our sense of who we are, we can change our experience 

of life. If we can imagine ourself, say, free of suffering, we've taken 

the first step toward that freedom. 

 

Great poets and scientific thinkers have repeatedly described that 

their breakthroughs were "given to them" by a "power”. Acts of 

imagination can connect us to that place where insight and 

inspiration arrive in a flow — an out-of-the-box idea, the first line of 

a poem, or a direct recognition of who we are beyond our ordinary 

self-definition. Imagination links us to infinite possibility, a glimpse 

into our true potential. 

 

We can use our imagination towards creating a life of well-being, 

through simple tools 

 

 

Activity 

 

Using a guided visualization process to see and interact with 

our future Self to get guidance for how to get from our current 

reality (which we can be feeling stuck in) to a possible future 

that is waiting for us, if we take the right steps. Many great 

videos and audios are available on YouTube! 
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Activity 

 

Creating a vision board with images, colors, pictures, drawings 

and words which call out to us, and reflect the deepest 

yearnings of our inner Self. 

 

It is advisable to initiate these activities from a place of being 

grounded in our Self, so that our imagination is free from the 

colorings of our ordinary, limited selves. There are many free 

resources available online to help us access these tools. 

 

 

But, like with anything else, the most important guideline here is 

practice “Abhyaas”. A one-time visualization or vision-boarding 

activity is not enough. We need to regularly access the insights 

that came to us through this process. For instance, we can put up 

our vision board at a place where we can look at it regularly, and 

feel inspired. This can be part of our daily grounding rituals to be 

“sthit in swa”. We can access and seek advice from our future self, 

in moments of conflict or confusion.
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Chapter 8 

 

Swatantra 

 

Continuing your journey 
independently 

 
 

Meaning 

 

Swatantra is Sanskrit for independence. 

Fostering independence is one of the aims of 

this book series 

 

Importance 

 

Understanding actions post reading and 

implementing this book will enable us to 

progress independently towards our well-being 
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Goal # 1 – Swaasthya 

 

The first commitment of this book series is a tangible difference in 

well-being which you can feel and see for themselves. The 

previous chapter outlines how this journey is unique for each 

participant, some confounding factors on the way, how to 

overcome them and move towards the unlimited potential of this 

journey for our well-being. The first 3 months are a critical part of 

the journey, as the momentum is high. If we consciously maintain 

it, soon all habits become an integral part of our life, not something 

to “work” towards. Some tools that can help us in our journey on 

an ongoing basis are time-table planner, daily checklist and health 

diary.  

 

Goal # 2 – Swa-Raaj 

 

The second commitment of this series is all the knowledge, 

motivation and skills needed to continue on the journey to well-

being independently, over time.  

 

Here, your role is to continue with practicing with “Abhyaas” and 

“Vairagya”. In case you’re suffering from any ailment, regular 

diagnostics (e.g. blood sugar for diabetics) and consultation with a 

doctor is also essential. Diagnostics should be continued on a 

regular basis (e.g. annual check-up) to ensure you’re aware of 

your physical health and nothing goes undetected.  

 

It is important to remember the vital role of a medical practitioner 

in supporting us at key points in our journey. Ensure you consult a 

doctor regularly to determine if medicine dosage needs to be 

changed. For example, blood sugar and blood pressure levels of 

diabetics and hypertensives will start reducing gradually as they 

implement changes, and medicine dosage also needs to be 

reduced accordingly, to prevent the risk of low blood pressure or a 

coma induced due to low blood sugar.  

Goal # 3 – Sah-Parivaar (With our community) 
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The third commitment of this book series is sharing tools to impact 

and influence the health of your friends & family. Supporting 

others with their well-being is a wonderful process as it enables us 

to spread the gift of this knowledge developed by many great 

Yogis. Further, it is also beneficial for our own well-being as it 

strengthens our own practice and understanding. It is said that 

teaching is the best way to learn. Every time we find ourselves 

sharing our learnings with others or responding to their questions, 

we will find that our concepts become clearer, our internal resolve 

to walk this path grows stronger, and we feel motivated by the 

appreciation received from others.  

 

However, we need to follow a few precautions and not be over-

enthusiastic in this quest, because: 

• Reading this book does not equip us with medical or formal 

knowledge to work with those with diseases. Neither is the 

course conducted by medical professionals. The tools learnt 

are potent – just like they can reduce our symptoms if used 

correctly, the opposite can also alleviate symptoms 

• What worked for us may not work for others. Every person’s 

constitution, living environment, internal and external 

challenges are different. Hence, the concerned person is best 

positioned to determine how to customize the usage of the 

tools to their context. E.g. Someone working the night shift as 

a security guard will need to have a very different routine from 

a home-maker. 

• There is no magic bullet or wonder capsule here. Our well-

being needs an overhaul of our entire lifestyle, and getting all 

of our PanchKosh into harmony. 
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After reading the entire book series, we can do the following 

independently: 

 

• Provide advice to on general well-being to our friends and 

family, who may suffer from mild symptoms such as:  

o Muscular pains & fatigue 

o Joint Pains 

o Issues with digestion :e.g. Acidity, Ulcers 

o Overweight 

o Headache  

o Imbalances in Energy, Sleep, Hunger 

 

• Support with the following tools: 

o Yogic Aahaar: Eat Food. Mostly Plants 

o Yogic Kriyaas: Loosening Practices, Common 

Praanaayaam, Relaxation, Meditation, Joint Pain 

practices, Self-Massage 
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We should NOT attempt the following independently 

 

• Provide advice to any person in any stage of pregnancy or 

suffering from a severe ailment such as: 

o Acute infections e.g. malaria, diarrhoea, tuberculosis 

o Nervous system disorders (e.g. epilepsy, anomalies in 

the brain or it’s functions) 

o Mental health issues (eg. Depression, phobias,) 

o Special needs: Post a surgery, accident, paralysis, or 

geriatric care 

o Problems in external organs such as skin, nose, ear, 

nose, throat 

o PCOD/PCOS, inability to conceive (infertility 

o Chronic ailments such as Asthma, Diabetes, Thyroid, 

Arthritis (Osteo and Rheumatoid), Migraine, Piles 

• Support with the following tools: 

o Yogic Aahaar: Specific meal plans to follow 

o Yogic Kriyaas: Aasan, Condition-specific Praanaayaam 

(Chandra or Surya Anulom Vilom) 

o Any advice with respect to change in medication 

without a doctor consultation 

o Prescribing home remedies for an ailment 

 

Sharing of our lived experiences is a much stronger influencer as 

compared to just sharing knowledge. So, the most significant step 

we can take towards the well-being of others, is to truly live by 

these principles ourselves. Our very presence, full of peace, love 

and joy and our well-being can be a silent motivation and 

inspiration for all those who cross our path, to undertake the same 

journey.  
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As we live in Yog, if we are seriously interested in supporting 

others in their journey to well-being, there are many paths. Below 

is a list of options, ordered from less intensive to more: 

 

 

Way to support: Supporting our family and office co-workers to 

lead a healthy life 

 

Illustration 

• Cooking healthy food 

• Doing Yogic practices along with others 

• Bringing our relationships into harmony 

 

 

Way to support: Sharing our knowledge and resources with 

others 

 

Illustration 

• Sharing course material and circulating videos 

• If we have space, making it available to those who may not 

have space to do Yogic practices, or hosting “sat-sangs”, i.e. 

gathering of like-minded people  

• Making healthy food options available to others, e.g. tiffin 

service, healthy snacks 

 

Way to support: Getting professional certified to support others 

 

Illustration 

• Yoga Instructor 

• Ayurved 

• Life Coaching 

• Nutrition 

• Other disciplines in alternate healing and therapies 
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To enrich your understanding, you can attend workshops and 

courses conducted by Swasth Yog Institute. For more information, 

contact: yog@swasth.org  

 

May you be in Yog. 

 

May you be in peace, love and joy. 

 

May you be Swasth at all levels –  

physical, mental, emotional, social, spiritual and universal. 

mailto:yog@swasth.org
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Additional Resources  
and About Us
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About Swasth Yog Institute 
 

 

Our Vision: 

For all to live fully and freely 

 

Our Mission: 

To create an ecosystem  

which enables a state of internal harmony (Yog)  

within each individual's body, vital energies, mind and emotions, 

thus freeing them to be their true, full Self,  

and reach their potential. 

 

 

Current reality 

 

A state of internal harmony within our body, vital energies, mind 

and emotions, enables us to be our true self, and reach our 

potential. Today, one or more of these are misaligned, within 

many of us. e.g. we are great problem solvers, but our ability to 

deal with emotions is limited. We are focused on creating a 

conducive external environment for us, but our inner landscape 

gets lesser attention. The result of this widespread internal 

misalignment is visible in the form of “dis-eases” across individuals, 

families, organizations and society.  

 

Some indicators of “dis-eases”, i.e. absence of natural ease are: 

Increasing incidence of mental and psychosomatic (“stress-born”) 

chronic ailments in individuals, strain in relations in families, 

depression amongst youth resulting in suicides, disengagement 

and attrition in organizations, damage to the environment, and 

increasing crimes rates and inequities in society (such as income 

and gender) 

 

What makes the situation persist? 
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An individual is directly touched by a range of other individuals 

and institutions across one's lifecycle – parents, school, college, 

employers, media, healthcare and wellness providers, to name a 

few. A conducive ecosystem with many pieces in the puzzle – 

education, professional growth, organizational development, 

healthcare and wellness – can enable harmony over the entire 

lifecycle of an individual. 

 

Sadly, the ecosystem today is far from its potential. Our education 

includes language, science and math, but does not teach us how 

to handle ourselves. Employers invest more resources on 

strategies and skill-building than culture building, role-modeling 

and supporting staff to be their best. Incentives of healthcare 

providers are not aligned to health. There is limited formal support 

for life changing transitions such as starting work, getting married, 

becoming a parent, and retiring.  

 

Many issues prevent stakeholders in the ecosystem from 

contributing effectively – settling to address symptoms rather than 

the root cause, silo-ed approach with little cross-sectoral 

collaboration, misaligned incentives, to name a few. 

 

 

How will we create a new ecosystem? 

 

We will build and nurture a community of leaders, who can 

support a range of individuals, institutions and communities to 

reach their potential, living their own potential in the process.  

Based on a harmony-centered approach (Yog), the leaders will 

operate with  

• Internal harmony (with our true ‘self’ by aligning all dimensions 

of our being) 

• External harmony: Driving social transformation in a way that 

allows us to stay true to ourselves while also bringing forth the 
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potential in others 

 

This will be achieved through 

  

• Leadership Development programs to build self-led leaders 

who embody being the change they wish to see in the world. 

We will focus primarily for 3 sectors – health and wellness, 

education and running organizations especially in the 

development sector. The programs will be customized to meet 

leaders of leaders with varying contexts and skill-level, 

catering to management as well as grassroots leaders. 

 

• Sector-specific Curriculum & Program design to enable 

leaders to tangibly integrate the learnings in the sector of their 

work. The in-house curriculum will support practical application 

of Yog in the above sectors. Leaders will be certified to 

conduct these programs for social transformation 

 

• Additional support services such as consulting, research, 

quality monitoring and entrepreneur incubation to establish 

new enterprises. 
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Key principles behind program design and  

resulting decisions 

 

Affordable: Developing our Intellectual Property (IP) instead of 

using expensive existing IPs; disruptively affordable pricing; range 

of price points to meet the needs of various segments 

 

Accessible: Offered in regional languages; usable across sectors 

(e.g. organization development, education, wellness); Open 

source model for IP; modular programs to suit participant need 

 

Sustainable: Fee-based delivery; cross subsidization models; 

remuneration for staff; expanding internal talent pipeline; based on 

time-tested Yogic wisdom of inside-out transformation 

 

 

Our Secret Sauce – Yog 

 

The Potential: History is replete with examples of luminaries 

realizing their potential as individuals and as leaders of social 

transformation - Mahatma Gandhi, Swami Vivekaananda, Albert 

Einstein, Maya Angelou...We believe this potential lies in people 

from all walks of life - managers and entrepreneurs, teachers, 

social workers, doctors, housewives, artists, media professionals, 

lawyers and engineers.  

 

The “secret sauce” to build stronger ecosystems enabling us to 

thrive and reach our potential is Yog. Yog is the science to restore 

internal harmony within all dimension of existence – our Body, 

Vital Energy, Mind & Emotions, Inner Wisdom and Joy. Yog is a 

system for living. Its power can be compounded with aligned 

modern tools such as mindfulness, life coaching, body wisdom, 

somatics, affirmations, art-based therapy, non-violent 

communication, to name a few. 

Adapted to today's context with aligned modern tools, Yog can 

make us achieve far more than reversal of dis-eases. Yog can 
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bring us closer to our true potential – as individuals, organizations, 

and societies. This is a universally applicable approach needing 

minor local customizations. 

 

 

First area of focus – health and wellness 

 

Our focus post conception in 2017 has been to establish a solid 

proof of concept in one sector – health and wellness. We are 

building Swasth Yog Institute as an action research center 

focused on building a community empowering health eco-system 

that integrates the knowledge of the west and the wisdom of the 

east.  

 

This is enabled through the following key activities: 

• Knowledge building and research 

• Integration of knowledge into standards & processes (SOPs) 

• Conducting training 

• Monitoring quality of health and healthcare services and 

service providers to build accountability 

• Providing Certifications 

 

Highlights of first two years 

• Well-being Curriculum Design: We designed “Sanjeevani”, 
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a 55-hour course for patients suffering from various chronic 

conditions. ~100 participants across 8 cohorts underwent the 

program and experienced an average 67% reduction in 

symptoms over an 8-week period. The multi-disciplinary 

research resulted in a documented standardized curriculum 

and program design which is modular, customized and 

scalable with quality audio-visual content. 

 

• Clinic-in-a-box Design: Standard Operating Procedures 

(SOPs) and Standard Treatment Guidelines (STGs) to deliver 

accountable primary care services, piloted through our 

network of 24+ Swasth India Medical Centers. 

•  Training of Health Professionals: Primary care physicians 

certified to treat key non-communicable diseases – 

hypertension and diabetes. A pilot undertaken to develop a 

new cadre of health coaches who can deliver the Wellness 

Curriculum, enabling communities to take charge of their well-

being.  

• Early pilots of Leadership building: Emotional intelligence 

workshops facilitated and personal coaching delivered to ~75 

leaders across levels in Swasth with a panel of 20 life coaches 

over a 3-6-month period. The program received satisfaction 

ratings of 88%, and 92% of leaders reported an increased 

sense of their leadership potential – increase in confidence, 

better interpersonal relationships and clarity on vision for 

themselves. 

• Quality Monitoring: An accountability system designed for 

ongoing measurement of quality of service delivery by a health 

system. The system was piloted with over 200 staff members 

of Swasth Foundation, simulating a range of players in the 

health ecosystem – medical professionals, clinical assistants, 

health coaches, warehouse, pathology lab, back-end services.  

• Certification and Key partnerships: Affiliation from VYASA 

(mother organization of India’s only Yoga University) to offer 
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Yoga Instructor Certification courses. 

Journey ahead 

From 2019 onwards, we intend to build on the foundation in health 

through the following areas of focus: 

 

• Research & Knowledge Building: A Randomized Control 

Trial (RCT) to assess and establish impact of the wellness 

program “Sanjeevani” on chronic ailments. Knowledge 

Building in additional domains such as women’s health, 

dentistry, acute diseases, child health, other chronic diseases, 

cancer. 

 

•  Development of Integrated standards: Standard Treatment 

Guidelines (STGs) integrating Allopathic & Ayurvedic drugs. 

Standard Operation Procedures (SOPs) for various players of 

a health system (simulated internally at the mother 

organization, Swasth Foundation) 

 

• Community Empowerment: Development of additional 

consumer warranty products and designing other interventions 

to enable communities to hold healthcare providers 

accountable 

 

• Training a wide range of leaders: Building self-led leaders 

equipped with key skills to Lead from the Self - coaching, 

training, partnering and management. This will maximize their 

potential and enable them to create a multiplier effect at their 

workplace. Various programs will be designed and offered, 

such as building the first cadre of Health Coaches with women 

from low-income communities, and training doctors on self-

leadership and prevention modalities 

• Quality Monitoring: Develop a comprehensive accountability 

system to measure quality of processes and medical protocols  

 

• Additional Partnerships to offer certifications to Life 
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Coaches, Trainers and in Nutrition 

 

 

Additionally, we will take our first steps in education and 

organization building by 

• Training middle level managers and supervisory staff in a non-

profit 

• Piloting a leadership building intervention with school leaders 

in education 

 

 

The Dream: As Vivekaananda said, each soul is potentially 

divine. We believe these seekers are everywhere – as teachers, 

housewives, social workers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, artists, 

media professionals, managers and entrepreneurs. We aim to 

ultimately be accessible to anyone who wishes to access their 

divinity to reach their potential, and enable others to do the same.
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About our Well-being Programs 
 

Programs to support our journey to Well-being 

The flagship program conducted by Swasth Yog Institute is 

“Sanjeevani” - a 55-hour course over a 7 week period for anyone 

suffering from conditions such as Diabetes, HTN, Arthritis, PCOD, 

Thyroid, Back pain, Chronic Acidity. Well-being is addressed 

through a group course and personalized health coaching.  

 

SOME TOOLS USED 

• Ayurvedic & Yogic Food 

• Body Wisdom & Awareness 

• Mindfulness & Self-awareness 

• Aasans & Praanaayaam 

• Creative / Art based therapy 

• Life & Health Coaching 

• Sound Resonance 

• Affirmations & Mirror Work 

• Emotional release & handling 

 

RANGE OF INTERVENTIONS 

 

• Group Sessions 

• Health level measurement 

• Self-learning resources 

• Personal consultation 

• Diet & Lifestyle assessment 

• Assessment of Learning 

• Whatsapp Support Group 

• Cooking demos & pot-lucks 

• Participant-led celebrations at end! 

 

What does the course offer? 
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• “Swaasthya” (Wellness): A tangible, measurable difference 

in health which YOU can perceive. A feeling of well-being, 

being active and energetic. 

 

•  “Swaraaj” (Independence): All the knowledge, motivation 

and skills you need to be able to continue on your journey to 

reversing your ailment independently, over time 

 

• “Sah-Parivaar” (With family): Tools to impact and influence 

the health of your family, friends and larger community  

 

 

Impact of intervention 

 

Batches covering a wide range of participants – age groups, 

ailments, levels of severity, geography and cultural backgrounds 

have undergone the course and experienced the following results: 

• High engagement - 98% satisfaction, 85% attendance, 85% 

successful completion rate (>=70% marks in theory & practical 

assessments).  

• 60% reduction in symptoms on a self-reported scale 

covering over 50 parameters.  

• 95% of the participants reported feeling empowered to take 

charge of their health.  

• Reversal of many ailments such as PCOD, Infertility and 

Hypertension post the course.  

• In a long-term impact survey administered 6-12 months post 

course completion, 95% participants reported to be in a better 

state of well-being than a year ago, and 56% felt that the 

course had made a significant impact on their life. 
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What makes the program unique 

 

• Sustainable solution for long-term health – addresses the 

root cause of ailments 

• Interventions at multiple levels – body, mind, vital energy, 

inner wisdom & being 

• Grounded in a holistic understanding of Yog & Ayurved, but 

adapted to today's context, using relevant modern tools 

• Meets the needs of a wide range of participants – age groups 

and background, type of ailments and levels of severity 

• In-depth understanding of concepts through a combination of 

theoretical and experiential learning and practice 

• Extended course duration, so that participants can experience 

measurable changes in state of health (previous batches of 

participants have experienced a 30-50% reduction in their 

symptoms) 

• Empowers participants to take health in their hands, and 

walk their path independently after program completion 

• A joyful journey! Participants discover their inner child, 

hidden talents, and dreams in the process… 

 

 

Innovations in the delivery of program 

 

• Use of a Wellness curriculum: The curriculum is holistic, 

modular (deliverable in a range of formats, levels and 

modules), customized (to target conditions) and scalable with 

quality (audio-visual content). 

• Financially sustainable model for course delivery: The 

program has been primarily delivered to low-income 

communities served by Swasth Foundation. A user-fee based 

model can ensure recover ongoing operating costs of 

conducting courses (rent, trainer salaries, marketing, learning 

material) 

• Course Delivery: Multiple formats can be created to suit the 
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needs and interests of participants. People can choose from a 

variety of modules as per interest or relevance for their health 

condition. Each Module can be broken down into levels, 

making it easier to integrate changes gradually, and also 

building motivation to move up levels over time. 

 

Illustrative formats of modular courses which can be derived 

from the main course 

• Module-wise: E.g. Nutrition, Healthy Cooking Alternatives, 

Understanding Diabetes, Yogic Aasan and Praanaayaam, 

Emotional release techniques, Art-based therapy (e.g. 

Performing arts) 

• Condition-wise: Diabetes, Child Nutrition, Hypertension 

• Timing formats: Daily, Bi-weekly, Weekly, Fortnightly, 

Monthly 

• Duration of engagement: 1 Day, 1 week, 6-8 week, ongoing 

wellness journey 

 

Note: These are “courses”, not workshops. Courses follow best 

practices of teaching to maximize engagement and learning 

outcomes for the participants, facilitate in-depth understanding of 

concepts through theoretical and experiential learning, consist of 

rigorous theoretical and practical assessments, and ultimately 

equip participants to continue walking their path independently 

post the intervention.
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Why does this approach work? 

1. Multi-dimensional approach to well-being 

2. Addresses root cause of ailments 

3. Measurable impact on health outcomes 

4. Cuts through the clutter of conflicting “tips” by integrating 

traditional and modern sciences 

5. Participant-centric intervention design 

 

Key success factors and how they manifest in program 

design 

 

Multi-dimensional approach to well-being –  

The program integrates interventions for the PanchaKosh, the 5 

Yogic sheaths of existence - Body (Annamay Kosh), Vital Energy 

(Praanaamay Kosh), Mind (Thoughts, Emotions) (Manomay Kosh), 

Inner Wisdom (Vignanamay Kosha), Inner Bliss and Joy 

(Aaanandmay Kosh) 

 

Addresses root cause of ailments –  

Takes an “inside out” approach by addressing underlying 

stress/emotions, which are the root cause of ailments. This has 

been established by Yogic sciences. The field of Psycho-endo-

neuro-immunology too, has established the link between emotions 

and health, for chronic ailments. 

 

Measurable impact on health – 

Over 50 parameters are tracked regularly, enabling participants 

and health coaches to see progress, and course correct 

accordingly. 

 

 

Cuts through the clutter of “tips” – 
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Integrates time-tested traditional wisdom (such as Yog, Ayurved) 

with modern sciences (such as Allopathy, Psychology, 

Mindfulness, Nutrition) 

 

 

Participant-centric design – 

 

• Focus on simplification and practical application of knowledge 

• Participants empowered to take health in their hands, and walk 

their path independently 

• Wide variety of offerings and formats available 

• Personalized lifestyle modification planning, individual 

prescriptions for Aasan/ Praanaayaam 

• A joyful journey! Participants discover their inner child, hidden 

talents and dreams along the way…
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About our mother organization – 
Swasth Foundation 

 

 

Swasth Foundation (www.swasth.org) is a not-for-profit social 

enterprise founded in 2009 and committed to health and joy for all. 

Swasth’s mission is to build and demonstrate a sustainable and 

accountable health eco-system with joy. Towards this mission, 

Swasth Foundation operates 2 programs in addition to Swasth 

Yog Institute: 

 

Swasth India Medical Center: India's largest non-governmental 

clinic network comprising 24 neighborhood one-stop-shop primary 

health centers offering comprehensive health services in 2 

departments – family medicine and dentistry. Each as a one-stop-

shop, each clinic treats infectious diseases like fever, malaria, 

dengue and also manages chronic diseases like hypertension and 

diabetes. The clinic also performs dental procedures from 

extractions and root canal, to oral surgeries and dentures. 

Swasth’s clinics offer innovations, the first of the kind in the 

healthcare space - like the lowest price guarantee and reporting 

time guarantee on Pathology Lab Services; 3-year warranty on 

dental treatment and a safety warranty on family health treatments. 

Each of these, is an enforceable quality assurance, designed to 

deliver a patient-centric experience. 

 

Aaanand Aalaya (“Abode of Joy”): A wellness center operated 

by a health coach – a new cadre of health professionals who 

harmonise the wellness disciplines of Yog and Life Coaching, thus 

empowering the community to take charge of their own health.  

The center conducts various workshops and screening camps in 

the community and offers wellness services like yoga classes, 

yoga courses, nutrition courses, etc at the center. 

At Swasth, our impact and outcome metrics reflect our 

commitment to delivering high-quality, patient-centric, affordable 

http://www.swasth.org)/
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services at scale to the urban poor. Our programs are designed to 

deliver high-quality at low cost (half of market rates), in a scalable 

and self-sustaining manner. As of 2019, Swasth has served 

800,000+ patient visits, delivering direct savings of ~INR 10 crore 

of patients, with a 4.2-star rating. 

 

At Swasth Foundation, we aim for all to be in Self and experience 

health and joy. This is reflected in our motto - ‘Swasth Raho, 

Aaanandit Raho’ (Be in Self, Be in Joy)
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My Journey 

 

by Garima Gupta Kapila, Founder of Swasth Yog Institute 

 

Garima graduated from IIT Delhi in 2005 and started her 

career as a management consultant at McKinsey & 

Company’s India practice. She joined Teach For India 

(TFI)’s core start-up team in October 2008 and setup 

operations in Mumbai and managed its subsequent scale-up. 

She moved to Swasth in 2012, heading multiple verticals 

over the next 3 years focusing on improving performance & 

productivity, institutionalizing systems & processes as well 

as training staff for scale. In 2015, she took up the role as 

the COO of Swasth, overseeing Operations & Quality 

Improvement.  

 

Garima has an avid interest in Yoga, and established the 

Swasth Yog Institute, after obtaining a Post Graduate 

Diploma in Yoga Therapy (and Yoga Instructor’s course) 

from S-VYASA, India’s only Yoga University. She is also a 

Certified Professional Coach from the International 

Coaching Federation (ICF) and completed her ACC 

accreditation from ICF in 2018. Additionally, she obtained a 

Plant-Based Nutrition Certificate with a scholarship from the 

T. Colin Campbell Center for Nutrition Studies in 2019.  

 

 

I have a deep desire for seeing a world where we can all live fully 

and freely, where each of us can feel – “I’m free to be me”. A world 

where all of us can reach our highest potential, with the full 

support of our body, in our endeavors.  

 

This is my belief: The human body is an advanced machine, 

designed to last for over a hundred years, and support us in our 
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quest to achieve our highest potential, to be the best we can be. 

The miracle of life has given our body the ability to recover and 

heal itself. Ailments can be reversed, health restored, immunity 

built for future well-being. It IS possible to reverse the effects of 

aging, and to be healthier than we were 10 years ago!  

 

This belief is not born out of reading books and having intellectual 

conversations, but by living this truth. As I look back, I see three 

distinct chapters unfolding simultaneously in my life.  

 

 

Chapter one – From Yoga to Yog 

 

At the age of 23, while living my professional dream, as a 

consultant in India’s premier management consultant firm, I had to 

reluctantly go to a Yoga ashram for a month, due to a debilitating 

back-pain, not solvable through any form of western or a range of 

alternative treatments including Ayurvedic massages, Yoga 

Aasanas and even Hypnotherapy. It was here that I discovered 

“Yog” (now known as Yoga) preserved in its true form. I learnt that 

Yog (literally meaning “union” or “harmony”) is not bodily postures 

& contortions – but being connected to the body, vital energies, 

emotions, thoughts and inner joy. This connection took me to the 

root cause of my ailment – misalignment between my corporate 

work and my interest in the social sector. The way my body 

responded as I connected with this underlying cause was nothing 

short of miraculous. Since that time in 2007, my backpain has 

never returned, whether I’m swimming, running, trekking or 

working late. In the process, I also discovered a way to dissolve 

the conflict between my skills and interests – becoming a 

consultant in the social sector practice of the Firm where I worked.  

 

I also got to know of thousands of cases of successful disease 

reversal through Yogic practices, documented & validated by 

modern scientific research. Over the next 10 years, this interest in 

well-being led me to dozens of explorations and readings. I also 
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got trained formally and completed my Yoga Instructor’s Course, 

followed by a Post Graduate Diploma in Yoga Therapy from S-

VYASA, India's only Yoga University.  

 

 

Chapter two – From Diets to Ayurvedic & Yogic Aahaar 

 

Along the way, I also discovered the importance of Yogic Aahaar 

(food) in today’s context. All around – there were so many diets 

being proposed – high-carb, low-card, high-protein, low-protein, 

paleo, keto, fruit, vegan…While these diets looked at the body’s 

need for nutrients, it was rare to find practitioners who saw Aahaar 

in a yogic manner – i.e. considering the food’s vital energies, the 

effect of combining foods in a meal, the role of our mind and 

emotions in Aahaar. I found the answer in Ayurvedic principles, 

with some tweaks in application, given our context today.  

 

Applying these in my life led to gradually shedding the excess 

weight I had put on, my skin clearing up, and a feeling of 

freshness and lightness through the day. The result - today, I feel 

10 years younger and 10 times happier! My belief became rock 

solid when I found my family members also reversing many health 

issues they had come to accepted as part of life, by applying the 

learnings. There was a gradual reduction in medications for 

hypothyroid, high blood pressure, diabetes and nutrient 

deficiencies which being taken for several years by my mother-in-

law (our first patient, who whom I’m forever grateful!).  

 

Also, I understood the failures of prevalent approaches towards 

well-being - traditional sciences have been oversimplified today – 

yog has become “yoga” and Ayurved has become “Ayurveda”. 

Yoga is understood as a series of asanas and praanaayaams, and 

Ayurveda is associated with Panchakarma massages and 

medications. Further, pure practitioners of these sciences have 

sometimes failed to adapt their “language” and practices to the 

modern context, or have retreated into secrecy to preserve the 
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purity of their practice. On the other hand, “modern” western 

science suffers from an overload of information, conflicting 

research, mounting evidence on the damaging “side” effects of 

medications and surgical interventions and multiple retractions of 

widely accepted “modern” research after being disproved by long-

term studies. 

 

 

Chapter three – Harmony within Mind and Emotions 

 

One more piece in my journey needed to be aligned – my 

personality led by my mind and emotions 

 

The story of the first 33 years of my life had been a struggle of 

finding, and trying to attain my highest potential. For the longest 

time, I believed the way to do that was to become free and 

perfect. This quest for perfection drove me to become an over 

achiever at a young age – top 100 All India Rank in IIT, get the 

dream job as a management consultant, and head teams of 100+ 

people in my 20s. At a personal level, my desire was always to be 

“strong, confident, independent”, unlike the stereotypical women. 

This made me rise above “feminine” looks and emotions, take 

charge of my life, live life at my own terms and not as per societal 

norms.  

 

Until I realized, that even after doing and getting all the above, I 

wasn't happy. The more I achieved, the more worthless I felt. The 

more I fought norms, the more I felt imprisoned. Externally, I had 

all the freedom and validations I needed – supportive parents, 

spouse, in-laws, friends, colleagues as well as resume value 

achievements to die for. But none of it made me feel perfect and 

free. As I cut needs, desires, relationships and external measures 

of success, by giving up the corporate sector and transitioning to a 

simpler life in the development sector, I was healthier and happier, 

but still felt imprisoned and unworthy. Until I realized the person 

holding myself back was me. And then I started fighting myself. 
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Trying to change myself. Become a better human being. I 

meditated, travelled, attended workshops, read, tried to give 

importance to relationships, did whatever I could to “find myself”. 

The process was tough! It was so hard to become a yogi – the 

more I tried, the harder it seemed!  

 

And then I realized, where these 2 intense needs were coming 

from: 

• The need for freedom, was actually the need to be free from 

my self-limiting beliefs, and to step into my Being, like a child. 

But I did not recognize that my need for freedom had become 

so intense, that I had become bound by it! 

• The need to achieve my highest potential, which often 

manifested in a manic drive for perfection, stemmed from the 

insecurities I had developed myself, in my early childhood 

years and reinforced to myself throughout life. 

 

I realized that to break this vicious cycle of wanting freedom and 

to be perfect – I had to step away from “wanting” to “being”. I am, 

right here, right now, free and the best I can be. I have that choice 

at every instant. The free child I want to find again, lives inside me. 

To access it, the place to start is LOVE. Love and acceptance for 

myself – my mistakes, wrong-doings, shortcomings, life choices, 

past, present, future.  

 

 

Chapter four - Domino effect 

 

Suddenly, the pieces started fitting together. I was doing the same 

activities, but the feeling and therefore the outcome changed. 

Writing became a way to facilitate a dialogue between my inner 

child and critic, workshops became an avenue to test out small 

changes in my being, work became a means to be connected to 

my fellow human beings, meeting family and friends became an 

avenue to share and exchange ideas, music a means to access 
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and express the whole range of my emotions, reading a way to 

receive messages from the universe.  

 

And then small changes in outcomes began to emerge – prose 

changed to poetry, restricted movements to freely dancing, doing 

to being, later to now. In the process, I re-discovered many parts 

inside me – the innocent inner child, my feminine part, my 

masculine strength, the parental critic who actually wants the best 

for me.  

 

I began to feel things I had forgotten –  

• Love for all parts of me, and others 

• Joy at the lightness of being, externalized through creative 

expression 

• Harmony within (mind, body, soul, emotions, masculine-

feminine) and outside (relationships, nature 

• Freedom from myself 

• Gratitude 

 

Most of all, I learnt to get truly connected to the source of answers 

to all questions – my inner self / voice / wisdom / intuition. I was no 

longer alone, I always had a companion inside! 

 

 

 

Chapter five - Unravelling the mystery 

 

With this being, I could unlock the secret which I had almost given 

up on being able to understand! Yes, I found the purpose of my 

life. Ma raison-d-etre. The reason for the birth of this earth-bound 

visitor, I. The most liberating part of this knowledge, was that I was 

but an instrument in the hands of God.  

 

It started as designing a well-being program based on the 

principles of Yog and Ayurved, but adapted correctly in today's 

context, combined with relevant modern tools & research. In doing 
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so, I feel blessed to have been able to combine all the skills in my 

palette – engineering a well-being program, delivering measurable 

impact through management principles, incorporating best 

practices in adult learning techniques, knowledge of yog therapy, 

nutrition and life coaching. This led me to Swasth Yog Institute.  

 

Now the goal for me has shifted. I'm no longer looking to be 

perfect, and free. Because I AM perfect. I am a child of God. And 

knowing that has made me free. Knowing my purpose, which 

seemed burdensome for a while, doesn't seem so anymore. My 

purpose exists, with or without me knowing it. My purpose, like my 

life, is not mine! I am an instrument of God or whatever other 

name we wish to give to the universal force that creates, sustains 

and destroys us. if I can enable the universe to meet its will 

through me, then I will have lived fully and freely, and also 

reached my highest potential.
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Resource People and Institutions 
 

 

Sharing, not hoarding is the spirit of yog, of union. In this spirit, we 

have created the following YouTube channel with resources for 

well-being: https://tinyurl.com/swasth-yog-institute 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzP_q2xogzk4Zf7J56Mkn_g 

 

The channel contains videos of recipes as per Yogic Aahaar 

guidelines, Yogic practices (such as Praanaayaam, Aasan, 

Loosening Practices, Dynamic Practices), Guided Audios for 

Meditations, Talks on Spirituality, to name a few. All are welcome 

to use and refer these resources. Also, feel free to email us to get 

access to the templates and checklists used in the book.  

 

Following organizations and people could be potential resources 

for you, as you chart out your journey. Their work has been a 

great support to us in re-discovering Yog, and we are forever 

indebted to them. 

 

Yog, Ayurved & Body Wisdom 

 

• Isha Foundation 

• Kaivalyadhama (Lonavala) 

• The Yoga Institute (Santacruz, Mumbai) 

• Swami Vivekaaananda Yoga Anusandhana Samsthana  

• Dr Robert Svoboda 

• Dr Claudia Welch 

• Suzanne Scurlock-Durana 

 

 

Life Purpose Work 

 

• Mission Impossible Leadership Program 

Emotional development 

https://tinyurl.com/swasth-yog-institute
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzP_q2xogzk4Zf7J56Mkn_g
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• Leadership That Works (LTW) 

• Indian Society for Applied Sciences & Behaviour (ISABS) 

• Dr Wasundhara Joshi (Changeworks) 

• Louise Hay 

• Manav Sadhana 

• Sukhvinder Sircar (Joyous Woman) 

• Vikram Bhatt (Leadership That Works)  

 

 

Yogic Aahaar - Food, Nutrition 

 

• Vaidya Atreya Smith 

• Dr Vasant Lad 

• PHC Clinic and Nutrition Science (Bengaluru) 

• Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine (PCRM) 

• Sanctuary for Health and Reconnection to Animals and Nature 

(SHARAN) 

• The Health Awareness Center (THAC) 

• T. Colin Campbell Center for Nutrition Studies 

 

 

Spirituality 

 

• Art of Living 

• Chinmaya Mission 

• Isha Foundation 

• Mukeshaaanand (http://www.mukeshaanand.org/) 

• Ramana Maharshi Ashram 

• Vipassana 
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Additional Reading – Books 

 

• Course documents of Post-Graduate Diploma in Yoga 
Therapy, SVYASA University 

• Course documents of Yoga Instructors Certificate, SVYASA 
University 

• Yoga Instructor Reading Material by Quality Council of India 

 
Useful Websites, Additional Reading, Video Links 

 

• A short speech in Hindi by Narendra Modi on “Yogah Karmasu 

Kaushalam” - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SNKrFZPASY  

• http://www.swamij.com/yoga-sutras-11216.htm  

• https://www.artofliving.org/yoga/patanjali-
yogasutra/knowledge-sheet-24  

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBMvfPdUHyk   

• https://www.yogapedia.com/definition/5748/samskaaraa   

• https://www.yogajournal.com/yoga-101/it-s-all-in-your-mind 

 
Guided Future Self Visualization 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMD2BYgcxdg 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SNKrFZPASY
http://www.swamij.com/yoga-sutras-11216.htm
https://www.artofliving.org/yoga/patanjali-yogasutra/knowledge-sheet-24
https://www.artofliving.org/yoga/patanjali-yogasutra/knowledge-sheet-24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBMvfPdUHyk
https://www.yogapedia.com/definition/5748/samskara
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMD2BYgcxdg

